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Jocelyn Dunbar(03-02-1969)
 
I wrote poems when I was 15 years old. My experience motivate me to put it in
words.
 
The pain and sorrow, the hurt of every circumstances and the adversity in all
different stages of life. The people in my journey that brought troubles and
difficulties and inspiration.
 
What amazing God! He permit all of this things to my life, to make me
understand the deepest meaning of life and to show himself (God Almighty)
how make things possible in his hand.
 
There is no such thing that we cannot do in the mid of despairing soul. Every
trials and suffering that I’ve been through is a factor of who I am now.
 
Every unrighteousness that I’ve done in the past is already paid by the blood of
Jesus Christ on the cross. Every mistakes in life is a step for me to climb. God
make a way, he make things beautiful.
With my strong faith in him behind life experience
God is always at my side to lead me.
 
We must be open and observe what kind of life  we want to be so that we can
determine our action and concern.
 
I Hope this composition of mine will help you in your journey as you travel in life.
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A Date With God
 
This is the day to connect to his higher ground,
An accord to view his wholeness being God.
The highest privilege to talk direct to him,
Be alone engage to his presence.
 
The spirit relax sitting and talking a lot of things to
Share and give to his hand. The mind goes away freely,
Move smoothly, feel the freshness of sight through thoughts
Occupied space. The eyes and vision combine
Absorb the distance.
 
The cleaning time, to hang loose
Every thing of matter in the mind,
Surrendering all things,
Laying my head in his side every thing feel in.
 
His loving arms works slowly cradle me,
Hanging in the air, feel free from any disturbing notion.
He shelter me put all the colors to my day
Inspire me and balance my life.
 
The resting time, love sound mind, present
Moment heaven by my side. I saw his creation,
I wonder his marvelous deeds!
 
He give the deepest full meaning of
Himself being God, Fabulous!
 
My deliverance set me up in the sky
To hold his hand someday and live with him;
Beautiful scene.
 
God provision, every day he offer.
I find my satisfying self to his care.
He given me reason to live and be happy everyday.
I give back my free will being human,
His will and way be in my life,
I surrender all and let him fix my life.
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© Jocelyn Dunbar
29th December 2004
7: 20 PM
 
Jocelyn Dunbar
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A Prayer For You
 
May this day gives you a better
Perspective that reflect the real
Beauty of life for you to be able
To experience the journey.
 
Love for you to remember that
Life is precious to spend with someone.
Wisdom for you to use to move
For a better tomorrow.
 
And life to savor in time to be
Happy and complete.
 
© Jocelyn Dunbar
19th February 2006
12: 00 PM
 
Jocelyn Dunbar
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A Woman's Faith
 
'Ingest the words to stimulate the power from
Within to move and make it happen'.
 
The heart, the sensitive part of human being.
The manifestation of God to whom you belong.
The heart feels the deepest and the greatest sense
It expresses by words and action.
 
There are so many destruction
But be still, focus and have courage to face challenge.
Pray to drive away fear.
 
Believe,
An honest approach of the heart that everything comes to reality.
 
A woman's faith moves interceding to God.
The power has gone out to proclaim a miracle.
Faith has made you whole.
 
From here and now,
Your courage to believe will generates your system
Your mind, body and your soul
Into existence.
 
 
© Jocelyn Dunbar
24 June 2016
2: 10 PM
 
Jocelyn Dunbar
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Abstract Of Life
 
This is the principle passage way of life
The distance between experience and time
Establish by planning and effort.
 
The resistance of physical and mental
Activities unyielding the distance.
The knowledge of what you believe, the whole
Existence living being.
 
The great duration of the surface body
Of life, to value the implication of the hidden
Power beyond compare to the knowledge
Of God creating human being to his image
Using his breath alone.
 
© Jocelyn Dunbar
25th July 2002
 
Jocelyn Dunbar
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Abusive People
 
The individuals, self-satisfaction of they own
Needs, own desire, own agenda, in their own good.
 
They use people to step on, to corrupt, to abuse
Someone who has a good intention to help them
Because they needed.
 
People they do bad even you do good; to support
Them, to give the things they need. 
There's nothing new under the sun, the story
In the bible exist even  are harmful in the heart.
 
Helping people doesn't mean I am righteous, but
Being good and give affection in genuine action
Because I understand them, I have been in the same
Struggle that they have. But I realize, I can not trust anyone.
 
I humble and thankful for this people to know
Them in a way, to see the true colors of them.
A big blessing to me!
 
I hope that, I will never cross this kind of people again.
I stay within God's limit and focus to the things
He want me to do. The twisting of fate is around the corner,
Reaping what you just sowing.
 
Fools know no bounds.
 
© Jocelyn Dunbar
 
Jocelyn Dunbar
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All Because Of You
 
You build me up, makes me strong to
Tackle things that I hardly know how
To solve in my own deepest understanding.
 
You teach me to lay down every thing
In your hands. You ease my confusing and
Disturbing mind, losing energy inside and
Tiring thoughts to think things I worry of.
 
You are here to listen, open and watching.
 
You looking at me, smiling in distance;
Touching me with the sweet pure fragrance of the air.
 
You let me feel your embrace...
You healed my pain inside out, I am thankful.
Everything I encounter in my life,
I entrusted to you.
 
Oh God! All of these things,
Its all because of you.
 
© Jocelyn Dunbar
1 May 2005
7: 10 PM
 
Jocelyn Dunbar
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All The Time
 
All the time, My heart and mind
Longing for you to be near here by my side.
 
All the time, thinking of you all over
And over again, day dream about you.
 
All the time, embracing the memory
We have share, our love to cherish every single day.
 
All the time, our coffee time together
To talk about our self motives in life.
 
All the time, loving one another,
Pamper our emotion in love.
 
I love you and I miss you, all the time.
 
© Jocelyn Dunbar
15th May 2006
9: 16 PM
 
Jocelyn Dunbar
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An Extra-Ordinary Love
 
The wonderful spirit of love,
Glorify the soul to the deepness of self.
It lightens the heart of emotion,
Secure and free.
 
The glorious feeling produce the
Essential value of life.
The distance, the passion of time.
The moment, the privilege of life to love
To devote to someone.
 
Love without expecting in return.
Love showing it with passion, affection,
Devotion and with courage
In harmony of feeling to the essence
Of the heart emotion.
 
In a twinkling of an eye everything has change;
Love that moves in a right time,
In a right place, in a right someone
In a right destination of life
To experience the details of
Real love, in life along the way.
 
© Jocelyn Dunbar
14 July 2010
2: 00 AM
 
Jocelyn Dunbar
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Anxiety Of The Body
 
The life, in the beginning travel along road.
The body and mind moves to the wider
Direction, anywhere, everything goes.
 
The strength continues to the sense of action.
The body got tired, the mind thrown into confusion
To any point of direction.
 
The mind speaks and the body move.
The muscles continue trembling because of fatigue.
 
The body feeling restless need focus of attention
The mind needs relaxation, something similar to meditation.
To repose:
 
The spirit goes along way with body and mind to rest.
The main part that needs treatment and healing
With focus of attention.
 
© Jocelyn Dunbar
5 March 2003
11: 30 PM
 
Jocelyn Dunbar
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At One Time
 
Day and night, together your body next to mine,
Your tender kiss to my lips,
At one time.
 
You are inside of my mind dreaming about you
Holding hands, happy times,
At one time.
 
Your face that shows charming gentle of you
Thinking over to bring back you and me,
At one time.
 
I feel you... holding you, touching me
Moments of love here in my side,
At one time.
 
We stay together this way, to love us both in life
Good reality, at one time my dear.
 
© Jocelyn Dunbar
14 April 2006
9: 55 PM
 
Jocelyn Dunbar
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Automatic Love
 
I can't imagine that I felt this kind of love
That I had right now; even in my dreams
I didn't expect it to happen, It just a feeling of
I can't explain in a word, but, I absolutely feel it.
It just not happiness but
It's complete feeling that I felt.
 
I didn't even think the problem that cause of this,
This is a matter of feeling, a genuine heart,
A happy event of life, a happiness that comes within.
I feel pure and clean to feel this way,
This is the first time I felt it.
 
Now, that the genuine love is here,
I don't want to lose it;
I cherish every bit of time to be with you.
 
'I love you so much'. I remembered when I first saw you;
I hear a song of my heart; I hear it in my ears,
Saying that, a ring of a bell, yeah its true.
Amazingly good feeling.
 
If ever I have a second life to live, I will spend it
With you, for the rest of my life, from this moment of my life,
I will love you and that's the 'magic of love.'
 
I can't live without you.
 
 
(c)  Jocelyn Dunbar
22th of February 1999
5: 35 PM
Japan 1998
 
Jocelyn Dunbar
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Be Angel Of Good Words
 
Minister with people,
Be an agent of Happiness.
 
Kind words bring life.
Whatever effect that words to you
Will boomerang back to you,
May be not today but another day
Because we harvest what we plant,
We received what we give away.
 
It has mysterious way
The rewards of doing good
Are just around the corner.
 
So be the best of good deeds
Do your best.
 
© Jocelyn Dunbar
27 June 2017
1: 00 PM
 
Jocelyn Dunbar
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Beautiful God
 
The God beautiful mind rule me,
He shows me his uttermost hidden secret.
He measures me to my deepest self being in him.
His marvelous wonder coming to my senses
Shadow to the most intense part of my being.
Amazing so beautiful!
 
I'd wondered: in my silence moment with him, keeps me awake,
Aware in his wisdom. His power manifest my whole I am,
Giving me inspiration to smile inside my heart emotion.
 
His breath is the air that I breathed, giving refreshing
To my sound condition heart; rolling, holding up and down
To the rays of my emotion. I am free to smell the goodness
Of his glory. His power mould me, shaking my
Whole being, travel around to my deepest self.
The light that comes from the whole intensity of substance.
His voice and words utter to my sound distance connecting
To my soul, and honor him.
 
God looking at me; teaching me the greatness of himself
Being my God. He given me wisdom to know him in the distance.
He shows his power to work in substance, awaken my spirit
And control me to his highest degree. He motivate me being a
Woman I am with him. He opens me to the highest level of who I am,
Praising him to the queer zenith of his presence.
 
The beautiful God secure me in his sight through the years of my life.
 
(c)   Jocelyn Dunbar
24th of June 2004
7: 05 AM
 
Jocelyn Dunbar
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Beautiful Mind
 
The ornament of intellectual thoughts.
The harmony of mind to the broadness of life.
Giving in contact to a big potential into existence,
Being objective to the certain kind of event.
The beauty comes from inside and within
Any reach of sight transform to the deepness of
Thoughts goes beyond to the
Perspective of distance view of mind.
 
The beautiful mind smile; give kindness to everyone,
Reaching the greatness of things that comes from the
Surface of thoughts, moving; goes along way, turning
Forward continually to the essence of any individual
Having a high standard of a brilliant mind connecting
To the distance space unit of time, looking ahead to the
Open possibility of life.
 
The wholeness of a person, to dynamic vital
Standard of living, strong wills and power to do task,
Slowly but surely believe in doing.
Proving that life is the process of action.
Faith, hope, love that has given freely to everyone.
 
The beauty of mind work instantly observed; to understand
The deeper of itself, to expose themselves being valuable individual.
 
The beautiful mind can do wonder things
In unit distance of life.
 
© Jocelyn Dunbar
1 July 2004
9: 30 PM
 
 
Jocelyn Dunbar
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Beautiful Morning
 
The clear mind smiling in distance
The trees swaying blowing with the soft wind,
The smell of the air with pure fragrance,
The pleasantness of spirit in sight.
 
Oh! ... what a beautiful morning to take a
Look the beauty of a new day.
 
I quiet myself and rest...
Every scene in my senses moving
So many things in my thoughts
Mix with every details of every journey.
Then, I smile with confident.
 
The blessing that uphold to enjoy,
The privileges that I am here staring in distance,
Sitting in the chair, listening to the christian music
That gives enhancing to my spirit.
 
I will spend this day for the glory of God
To worship him, loving him with honest self.
 
© Jocelyn Dunbar
6 July 2008
11: 40 AM
 
Jocelyn Dunbar
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Beautiful Smile Behind The Pain
 
The views of the heart astonish by wonder
Comes from somewhere distance,
Cradle by thoughts, swing in the surface of mind.
 
The scene sense of sight focus; determine the
Shadows of thoughts reaching the deepest far away place.
 
From behind life experience, the pain running like a deep
Water moves in the way side of time, every moment rolling,
Refining;
 
The will of the wind comes in time heal the surface
Of emotion, begins to blow air that banish the
Dust of pain to find the way.
 
Life opens a new, to live for a fullest life time.
 
© Jocelyn Dunbar
13 June 2005
6: 30 AM
 
Jocelyn Dunbar
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Beneath My Senses
 
The world down load my intense part of my being
Include the people in my way life putting
Me down, rolled me; I am walking in the dessert
With nothing at all, I'm hopeless.
I dropped everything, let him do the rest.
 
The father God comfort me,
I cried and he listened, my pains and sorrows,
My struggles and hardships in life.
He carry my weaknesses, He hold my unclear future,
He set me free to all my uncertain thoughts,
He gave me strength to move on,
He takes away my grieving heart and sees me through,
He put me in the way everlasting.
 
The father God justified His power over me,
He moves and talked to me and whispers the words in my heart.
He gave me courage to face the obstacles in life.
He do wonder things in silence.
He lifts me up and shows me the deepest view of
His beauty through his creation.
 
He is moving forward to my life, to have a purpose
For my existence living in this universe.
 
© Jocelyn Dunbar
25 July 2003
10: 00 PM
 
Jocelyn Dunbar
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Building Self Esteem
 
Different people, views, perspective,
Belief, faith, or any other things we being human.
 
We cannot choose the lives that we want to be,
We are created in one particular individual.
But, we can develop much greater things base on our
Experience, motivation, awareness, point of view,
Attitude and our character include, we can enhance them.
 
Some people born with a silver spoon but others are in a
Normal quality of life. We need to cultivate our
Quality to set a high regard in any
Essential higher value of ourselves and with purpose.
 
Our success depend on our standard, to look attentively
To our quality, to the goal we have, to the opportunity.
 
Character and attitude must control by words and actions.
Discover our weaknesses, strength, and purposes.
 
We need to balance our negative and positive outlook,
Take responsibility of this matter.
This has a big factor reflection we have inside.
 
Our real self must be develop to work for life,
Either up and down. We need to go further, never give up.
We have a capability to move through in life, work for it.
 
Life is a battle; we strive on to excel ourselves to the world
We moving, give the best we can be to attain the higher goal
In life.
 
Remember, life is a big challenge keep going.
And don't ever forget to trust God whatever things in life.
 
(c)  Jocelyn Dunbar
February 2000
Edit: 6/02/2017
5: 58 PM
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Jocelyn Dunbar
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Christmas Time
 
Its Christmas time again, century by century,
Year by years we all celebrating this wonderful season.
 
Jesus the son of God born of the Virgin Mary bringing us joy,
Peace to be united to the father above. From his birth
Until his death on the cross given us freedom.
 
God swallow his pride to redeem us from sins,
How great love the father in heaven to do this to all mankind.
 
The children everywhere around the world are
Excited, expecting gifts to their love ones,  happy to receive one.
 
Love is the spirit of Christmas that we need to
Celebrate every day. Precious time to spend to our love ones,
Relatives, friends who are dear to us,
It's Christmas!
 
The food on the table in all different kinds,
The gifts that we give and received, .
Christmas tree lights everywhere.
 
The laughter's, the smiles, and all the expression we can see
To all the faces of humanity;
The beauty of happiness.
 
' Happiness and joy at this special season everywhere
All over the world '.
 
To the poor, to the middle class, to the rich,
Christmas is fair to celebrate the beauty of this season.
Embrace this season with laughter's, lets us celebrate
Christmas in our heart.
 
‘Merry Christmas and a Happy New year around the whole world '.
 
(c)  Jocelyn Dunbar
22th of December 2006
3: 55 P.M. 
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Jocelyn Dunbar
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Colorful Wisdom
 
Wisdom of love gives fruits inside emotion
Blossom to the heart of men.
 
Wisdom of light, dazzling to
The beauty of inner self, explore;
Lighten in the lamp of God glory.
 
Wisdom of words gives inhalation
To the spirit to breathe;
Freedom to be unite and deal in God presence.
 
Wisdom of intellect brings awareness
To do things and act, to give sense in moral issue.
 
Wisdom of hope enhance, engage fully to occupy
The wholeness of inside, outside ream to the right
Manners of human mind.
 
Wisdom of trust showing a true perspective motives
Giving thanks to God, a heart of worship.
 
There's a lot of wisdom sprinkle to the heart of men
That needs to discover to use for a great purposes
Of life existence.
 
The colorful wisdom are spiritual gift,
Spiritual success on earth and in heaven.
 
A day of victory over all.
 
 
© Jocelyn Dunbar
11 May 2006
9: 35 PM
 
Jocelyn Dunbar
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Corrupt Society
 
Injuries are in the state of calamities around the world.
How do injured people survived in this situation?
In the condition of implication, how do they manage in life?
 
The Lord knows how to rescue people from their trials,
In their deepest painful struggles, they suffered
Injuries for the rest of their lives.		
 
The corrupt society, to their position, they are
Trained to be greedy, lead weak injured person
Into a trap, their hearts are trained to be greedy.
They use their position and power out of untrue statement.
Their put aside the basic principles of being
Considerate to the workers, who are loyal
To their work being an employee.
 
Strategies and techniques, procedures and plannings
Are supposed to be maintained in order to prevent these happening.
Human powers are one of the powerful tools to minimizing this problem.
Giving encouragement for the people to work, giving them inspiration
And obligation towards their goal in life.
 
Caring to workers is one of the fundamental responsibilities of employers,
Stimulating the harmony between the employees and
Employers in business, uniting in one goal
And at the same time prioritizing the health of their workers.
 
In God presence, my deepest prayers is this,
Lead us into temptation of this world, In Jesus name, Amen.
 
Money and power, possession and position will someday
Defeated by the truth. God is God; he owns and rules the world,
All belongs to him. God has reserved a place for the weak and lowly.
 
 
© Jocelyn Dunbar			
3 June 2017
1: 45 AM
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Jocelyn Dunbar
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Creator God
 
Amazing God!
 
He is really great and powerful.
He do the things perfect, He is awesome God.
Every time I see the beauty of His creation,
I am really blessed because I have an eye to see them.
I felt His great love to me, I am so lucky living here in the world
I have a big opportunity to live and feel the power of
His grace and mercy.
 
I cannot figure His great purpose to his people and
I cannot imagine how it's begun, every time that I am
In tune in Him, I felt his essence.
 
The cloud, trees, air, water, birds that singing,
All of this is enough to know that he is here.
Now, if trouble comes, I think about His promise
The beauty of His creation.
 
I remembered what God says to me;
' I have only one life to spend in this universe '
So whatever battle may come I know I am not alone to face it
God is with me and He is willing and able to help me.
 
I face my life today, and my deepest prayer is to know where
I'm going? I pray that  'pull me in the dark
And show me light ' never go back again to what I experience before.
 
I am willing to obey and help me to be strong
To whatever may come in my way, here in this planet earth.
 
© Jocelyn Dunbar
10th of Feb.2000
8: 40 PM
 
Jocelyn Dunbar
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Cried Ice
 
The stubborn character, personal interest in genuine self.
Self-centered, frozen emotion in the coldness of life,
 
Hurt never let go, it freezing to the deepness heart emotion.
Heavy, unnoticeable exceedingly to the essence nature of self.
Unstable in deeds and actions, don't know where to go.
 
Self-desire committed in selfish ambition, in friendship and lovers,
Selected and collected.
 
The mouth speak pretending to the sense of heart real motives,
Ignoring the true insight self.
 
Life to the point of screaming, weak being, anxiety of mental,
Physical, moral fatigue, body collapsing to the sin's anticipated.
 
The ice of eyes melt, drops by drops, until it rain through
The heart, mind and emotion,
Creeping innermost sense being, where you going?
 
PAUSE
 
Time to set free, swallow the pride, wash and clean in all areas
Of lives no excuses being human living.
 
Stand in proper place direction, back down humble self.
Let God moves, not in own understanding.
 
 
© Jocelyn Dunbar
29 April 2006
7: 12 AM
 
Jocelyn Dunbar
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Death Spirit
 
The extinction spirit termination of the body,
Sins brought the anonymous figure, blow by wind scatter
Like dust in the air, goes in, goes out from nowhere.
 
The sins hinder, untouched to the realm mode,
The latitude unclaimed to the perfect sacred home,
Though immortal, but dead in sin.
 
Shrill spirit burning on fire, murmuring in echoes voice
Hoping for freedom of existence, letting go of all
Committed sins, asking forgiveness.
 
God watching in heaven mercy and love He endures.
An understandable way man cannot explain
The reason to bring the spirit back to life.
 
© Jocelyn Dunbar
28 April 2006
9: 45 PM
 
Jocelyn Dunbar
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Ear Of The Heart
 
The highest position of the heart,
The good quality of the person that manifest
One way to another.
 
The intellectual emotion to feel and hear
The voice of feeling, the heart calls,
Identify the words sound from within.
 
The whisper sound of the heart,
Hear the love inside emotion,
Testify the genuine love to someone.
 
© Jocelyn Dunbar
4 March 2006
4: 20
 
Jocelyn Dunbar
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Embrace
 
Your powerful hands cover me from the evil one
Every time he attacks me.
 
I saw your face in the clouds
Watching every moves of the enemy.
 
What a wonderful you are with
The special attention you given me.
 
Life open, everyday a new;
Smiling at you in all difficulties of life.
 
Moment by moment everything I say
Bad or good, you listen.
And you put it in the right perspective of myself.
 
To live, to look up, to views you in my senses,
I feel stronger everyday encircling with your arms,
I hang out to you.
 
Only you 'GOD' can feel my deepest self to your embrace.
 
© Jocelyn Dunbar
22 November 2006
9: 47 AM
 
Jocelyn Dunbar
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Empty Heart
 
Loss in the cold empty dark; awaken, thinking,
Wondering inside mind.
 
In the shadow of the night teardrops fall,
Feel so empty, strange;
 
Longing to the emotions that feels the heart,
To someone that has been lost.
 
The love of touch that feels protected and secure
To the one who love.
 
But it was lost in the coldness of the empty heart.
 
(c)  Jocelyn Dunbar
3th of March 2008
10: 40 PM
 
Jocelyn Dunbar
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Essence Being With Someone
 
The highest time of being with someone.
To talk, to smile, to laugh, to share good things, bad things,
In thoughts uncertain, motives, feelings,
Emotion, views, senses;
Love, affection, understanding, and forgiving heart.
 
Freedom to do things enjoying together,
To speak out; share knowledge, humbleness,
Kindness, openness of emotion, soundness of mind
To the details of things and event, to hold a hand,
To reach goal together.
 
Awake, aware to the things encounter in life,
Emotion and feeling goes together in unity and knowledge.
 
A time to be happy and free from beyond resources of
Things in the past.  A time to spend precious moment
To someone, to hug, to kiss, to hold in any time.
 
Sensible in emotion and feeling to pamper it with love.
The goal is, to build up relationship together.
The essence of being with someone in love at heart.
 
(c)  Jocelyn Dunbar
 
Jocelyn Dunbar
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Face
 
Face
 
It represents the looks presented by value.
The inner self shows into the outer
Self of a person, beauty comes from within.
 
The overwhelming of beauty opens to the
Opportunity to create the positive outlook.
The dignity of oneself carried on by character
That affects personality.
 
The reality known by the moment,
The moral strength.
 
The true self that can place into any
Part of everything. The real beauty and
Quality that can take care of itself.
 
© Jocelyn Dunbar
14 February 2006
5: 00 PM
 
Jocelyn Dunbar
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Filled With Love
 
The love bloom in the heart of a man,
Emotion fills with so much feeling lovingly
Dedicated in heart.
 
To embrace every day and feel the warm
Loving touch to each other's arm.
 
To the beauty of heart hearing the voice of
Love in silence, whispering the feeling
Every moment time.
 
To taste the flavour of love each day gives
The sweetness of life, brings good thing in the heart.
 
To the freshness of a new day and the beauty within,
Happiness of emotion in owns heart gives a new
Sight that goes a long way to the essence of
Emotion in heart.
 
The happiness in a different view flow to
The heart filled with so much in love by you.
 
(c)  Jocelyn Dunbar
5th of June 2006
10: 53 AM
 
Jocelyn Dunbar
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Flow Of Natural Experience
 
This is the event resulting toward something encounter in life
Issued by the moment made capable through experience.
A series event determine tending toward knowledge
Of experience.
 
A chronological order that can't control, it is the absolute
Feature of life, drama subject of interest concerning of details.
All kinds of reason can be made in natural flow of event,
Like trouble, difficulties, struggle or
Happy moment, or success in life.
 
This is day to day circle of life depending on how you deal
And work with it; don't give up hope, one step at the time,
Look up to God to help you steam the tide.
 
(c)  Jocelyn Dunbar
7th of January 2001
6: 30 AM
 
Jocelyn Dunbar
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Flower In The Rain
 
The finest part bloom in time
Reveal the beauty of fashion.
Its blossom bloom produce flowers
Big and small. Flower is beauty
Define as a woman.
 
The feminine figure of a woman, delicate part.
Its colour contain of her beauty and demure scent
Hidden secret. Its glory brings great
Condition to any individual passed on.
 
The flower is a sign of love,
Passion and emotion of human race.
It is compose of true devotion and
Sincerity to win one heart.
 
The beauty hold and carry,
Being captured by someone hand.
It's beautiful to imagine,
The passion and sensation it brings.
The butterfly uphold every bit of
Scent in its petals, so steady, so tight.
 
Along the way time passed by...
The flower being alone broken
And damage, inflicted by someone.
The heart murmur so deep,
The cloud appears, drops fall.
 
The eyes of God be seen her oneself,
Carry on in his affection, hold her faith,
Make her stronger firmly and live one more day.
She will make it through the rain by God the
Father above all things.
 
© Jocelyn Dunbar
13 January 2004
10: 35 AM
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Fly In Silence
 
Fly mind fly, reach the highest silence of spirit,
The overflowing mind, the sound of peace nearby,
The essence that moves in harmony of serenity.
 
The beauty, the purity, the strong, the stable and free;
Enjoy the moment. Hear the music of silence,
Listen to the sound of the wind that cools your senses.
Feel the substance flowing to the horizon of your thoughts,
Embrace the silence.
 
Fly mind fly, celebrate the goodness of your freedom,
Be thankful to the possession of life;
In good mind, in good heart, in good action to the beauty,
To the blossom of your being.
 
Let the heart decide to the deep good motive of emotion;
In the power of freedom, in a strong belief,
In a stable nature, free mind and free feeling.
 
Enhance your soul to the essence of your deepness, be joyful.
Take the fullest important of life; take it as you can,
Seal it to your entire self that no matter what happen
To life, it will never take it away from you.
 
Fly mind fly, be free, be cheerful, fly to the silent of beauty
The essence of peace that never ending.
 
©Jocelyn Dunbar
5 April 2010
1: 59 PM
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Focus
 
Focus is a way to avoid destruction.
 
Focus to your faith and belief. It is your foundation
To stand in whatever thing may happen in life.
It is also important that you are in a right manner
Of faith because it is your ticket to heaven.
 
Focus to a person you choose to be with in life,
Nourish it with love and affection. Trust,
Have confident to help them to succeed.
Forgive and forget the mistakes of the past
But do not forget the lesson it brought to your
Journey. Everyday is a new day when you wake
Up in the morning.  Smile, it will give lights to you
And to your love ones.
 
Focus to your goal in whatever prostrations, trials,
Sufferings, tribulations, sicknesses, diseases may come
Your way, God will be at your side to conquer it all.
Remember, success has a lot of shapes, it is not
Always material possession.
 
Focus to your trials and errors to determine
Your mistakes for you to analyse something
To prevent you from falling. Be still, have a quality
Time to be quiet and feel the wind, God may
Whisper words to you. In a quiet time there is
A peaceful scene, an inner peace for cleansing.
 
Focus, it has a newest of understanding to your
Inner self a clear vision of who you are,
To the most important aspect of yourself.
 
To the most outstanding and important of all.
Getting God into focus will lead you to your
True destination.
 
©Jocelyn Dunbar
28th July 2016
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Forever In Love
 
The strong emotion of one individual.
The resistance of the mind connect to the credibility
Of the heart emotion. The essence of the air,
The smell of the flowers linger in
Travel into the deep intense of the emotion.
 
Time continues passing by…
Moment by moment showed the important
Sense of feeling connect to the thoughts of
The mind. The essence brings goodwill.
 
Somewhere on distance,
That She is forever in love.
 
© Jocelyn Dunbar
9 April 2003
9: 00 AM
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Free Mind
 
This is the best time that I really like, to free my mind
To all my worries, I have the power to fly,
My imagination keeps me to go anywhere I can do anything.
 
I am in the top of the mountain, shouting, laugh to the sky,
Dancing to the tune of the air. I can see the beautiful world,
It is too big, I can't believe I'm here, I'm free.
 
I smell the scent of the flowers; I hear the birds singing,
I can swim in the deepest sea, could you imagine
I embrace the world and see the people walking
Here and there busy to their lives.
 
How do I look if I belong to the group of insects or animals?
Strange; or I think about I'm a mermaid swimming in
The ocean, Wow! I like it very adventure.
I can see all kinds of fish and their beautiful colours,
Pretty amazing yeah! Nice to swim.
 
Now I'm flying, I can't control my body in the air the
Pressure is very strong, but I feel the cloud hanging around me,
It's smooth. I feel that God is there he is there by spirit,
He is God who created the universe.
Amazing and powerful God!
 
In this very moment of my days, I know in my mind that
God is watching me all the time and I know I can oppose
Myself to any kind of battle in life.
 
I know he loves me; I will keep it to my heart.
I have a confident to my life today, believe that he holds me
And the gift that he given me.
 
‘Thank you so much to give me the opportunity to live, God '.
 
(c)  Jocelyn Dunbar
17th February 2000
5: 00 PM
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Friendship
 
Precious individual travel in a circle
Condition of life, exist in time precious moment.
The state of a person whom to rely on,
To share the thoughts and dreams, to laugh for joy
And pain. To listen and understand,
Accepting through mistake without blaming each other,
Open and free to deal in the things involved,
Broad to the details of life that acquire
Wisdom and knowledge through experiences.
 
Outstanding individual to accept the things
To any weather, cloudy or sunny they will be together
Nothing can compare to anybody, never ever part at all.
Love that they bond to each other, everlasting feeling
That devote from deep within. Amazing individual
Who met in distance places that build a
Good foundation of a time life friendship. 
Their existence is open to the coming incident in
Distance unit of life.
 
Adventure life continue; friendship stay forever,
Never ending story of a friend who always stick
Together in unity for whatever chances may come
And go. The details of life experience moving forward
Friendship builds in occurrence stages of every
Day event life journey.
 
(c)  Jocelyn Dunbar
21th of December 2003
10: 45 A.M
 
Jocelyn Dunbar
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Galaxy Of Thoughts
 
A milky way of brain moving from space place
Particles of substance combine with matter.
 
The assemblage of mind matrix through sense in scene
Forming an art in thoughts moving in sight.
 
© Jocelyn Dunbar
28 June 2006
2: 00 PM
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Gif's And Bif's
 
GIF's - Good Influential Friends
BIF's - Bad Influential Friends
 
This two categories of friendship has a big impact
And has a huge contribution to our life.
We are surrounded by these types of people.
 
Individuals, parents, children, youngsters;
The new generation of today.
 
Our life is founded by our values, belief, and our origin;
Attitude toward life, character that open us to our point of view,
Include our experience; and base on the guidance and
Guidelines of our parent, and the people we
Encounter in our life journey.
 
These are impacted our being. We may need
A strong sense, awareness, caution;
Knowledge, understanding to detect the motives
And their purposes to our life. Our awakening spirit
For us to avoid, wake up; run away from BIF's that
Will lead us and cause us trouble and
Become a miserable human being.
 
Stay close to GIF's that brings us life,
Up close to the beauty and wonderful thing.
 
Every one's life is a promise, make it possible
To fulfill our meaning, our existence, to
Glorify God, first and foremost;
And to our family we belong.
 
There is always a second chance, a third chance,
For all of us, we do not give up to change for the better.
 
We have the beauty of life. The family, who is really
Supportive; loving, caring, always ready to embrace us
No matter what.
Help our self to get up, with the help of our
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Family and GIF's.
 
© Jocelyn Dunbar
24/01/17
10: 40 PM
 
Jocelyn Dunbar
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God And His Poet
 
My life begins, the wisdom that
I acquire help me to take down
Through writing, the knowledge that God gave me
To see things eye to eye as I go further.
 
He uses my abilities through heart, soul, senses,
Thoughts, emotion, feeling; with pain, sorrows,
Struggles, difficulties in many form of experiences.
Places and people; my faith and belief.
All of this, has given for inspiration.
 
Until then, He teach me to recognize life
With pain and sorrow, troubles and hurt ache,
To feel others pain. To love, to be affectionate,
To be compassionate, and gives inspiration.
 
Life can express by many words, to ponder and wonder
Is remarkable. To enjoy it simplest is countless.
Every memory will mark in the heart,
To whatever things it has in life.
 
 
©Jocelyn Dunbar
15 February 2006
7: 05 AM
 
Jocelyn Dunbar
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God Cleaning Time
 
The world is full of foolish and sinful people,
Lust, drugs, corruptions, adulteries, selling sex and
Playing sex in a crowded places out of control
Shameless and fearless.
 
Rapes, killing, worship the idols, hunger in
Power and money. Wars; different kinds of war,
War to rub territories and authorities,
War to get more power to use it for the evil purposes.
 
People thinking that there is no God or God may be in
Silence and doing nothing. But people didn't even know
That God is watching of what they been doing.
God is thinking, staring in distance, he is in pain of
What people have done. God move in time.
 
&quot;It is God cleaning time all over the universe&quot;.
 
Disaster comes around silently unobserved,
Shaken all over he will pour out water to all places,
Strong and powerful waves, rains pour out anywhere
For many months continually, people will hungry
And thirsty without shelters.
People are shouting for help but no one can help them.
It is painful and dreadful cleaning time of God.
But he promise to his own people who love
God that he will provide a shelter, a safety place for
Them to start a new beginning of life.
 
But the question is, &quot;are you belong to the people of God? &quot;
 
Turn away from your sins, ask forgiveness,
Have faith and believe in God, accept him as your
God and trust him, that's the only way on earth and in
Heaven to enter God protection.
 
The Golden Sun appear to warm his people in reaches
And in glory to live on earth once again.
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God Will Make A Way
 
To the teardrops every pain,
To my thoughts swaying in the mind
Thinking in life with all experiences I have.
 
Suffering, loneliness, struggles;
Happiness, smiles, laughter across my way.
 
God works on his way I cannot see,
But in each new day, miracle I wondered.
 
In dreams every night, I saw details of life
Unfolding the real beauty of pain and sorrow
That makes my soul awaken within the limit
Of the air flowing to my senses,
Every breath that I breathe.
 
Everything in me is more than a story,
A mystery of my existence.
 
From inside and outside of my well-being,
To all my experiences that I suffered,
Across the life I still walking by,
God will make a way.
 
God will make a way.
 
 
© Jocelyn Dunbar
18 October 2006
11: 35 AM
 
Jocelyn Dunbar
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Growing Faith
 
Every particular person must study the way of life.
You must begin to live a better life each day to become the
Person you want to be.
 
You need to develop maturity, to be able to grow in any
Aspect of your lives. Grow means increase and expand to move
Forward and take action.
 
Ask God to help you to have faith that you can use to life battle.
Faith begins to your heart believing in Jesus Christ.
You must open to receive the great gift he want you to have.
You must trust to God the father.
 
You have a big responsibility to yourself, you need to proceed
Whatever comes around your way.
 
Faith can move mountain, the mountain of life whatever
Mountain is it. Life begins and moves exceedingly.
 
You need to modify subsequent view to yourself,
Inner being, existence of oneself, continue nourish it,
On good thing, on good motive, with a clean heart.
You must stand in a right way life.
 
You have power to motivate life day and night,
See what inside you, be true to yourself.
Take responsibility of your faith,
Hold it tight and live with it.
 
Pray hard to keep the balance going never
Concede others to disturb your inner peace,
Believe in one God the ruler of the universe.
 
Keep hope high let God do it in his way,
God himself will direct you to the good
Way productive life.
 
'Faith is a substance of things hope for the
Evidence of things not seen'.
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Happiness
 
This is the state of well-being, pleasurable satisfaction
Of one individual. This is the event to take chance to enjoy 
The wonderful things on earth. The period of time to be with
Special people in life. We are delightful because of happiness.
 
God is wonderful; he gave us freedom to be free to take
Our opportunity to feel and experience the happiness.
The occurrence things to aptly our existence and to
Undergo this series of life. The condition of
Being alive, the body, mind and spirit.
 
Life to persist the greatest meaning, the act to
Process and produce the high standard of living.
A whole journey from one place to another.
The privileged that we are existed to instruct
The life of beauty here on earth.
 
© Jocelyn Dunbar
16th October 2001
5: 50 PM
 
Jocelyn Dunbar
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He Loves Me
 
A man who discover himself willing to work for
His feeling to illustrate the density of emotion inside him.
He discover one day in his life the essence of something
Beneath him concealed by his emotion.
 
His feeling uncontrolled causes to determined himself
To move to the aspect of his everyday life.
The changes he carries on to his image connect to his heart.
He believes on something different in life.
It is true, it's love.
 
Love moves him to the intense of his personality
Being individual to love deeply in his heart.
The nature of himself base on his individuality being
In love, to move forward to his own life, to do
Things for himself, that's the magic of love
That brings the changes of his life, because he loves me.
 
© Jocelyn Dunbar
9th of April 2003
8: 00 AM
 
Jocelyn Dunbar
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Healing Love
 
The beautiful expression of emotion feels in,
The beautiful expression of emotion feels in,
Deepest sensation of the heart gliding from inside
Overflowing being carry through to the right direction
Of senses distance self.
 
The freedom self-explore goodness exalted, giving
Refreshing to any individuals.
 
The true colors of love heart shine like rainbow of soul,
Sprinkle; shower affection of love moves, free in.
 
The healing touch love to all!
 
© Jocelyn Dunbar
22th April 2005
5: 20 PM
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Heart Filled With Faith
 
One innermost part of individual
Fulfillment of the whole personality,
The moral and spiritual value.
The principles standard of the mind,
Confident will power over all.
The miracle that God occupy fully
To those who believe in his power.
 
The complete trust in God, loyalty
And steadiness that God can do wonder.
The state of time in the journey of life.
A clean, clear, just, promising execution of God
Favorable and winning life.
 
The marvelous wonder to the presence of
God, highest hope, expectation of goal at hand.
Faith that create system forming a whole method of freedom.
The power of God through our faith.
Faith can do wonder things.
 
'Faith is a substance of things hope for
The evidence of things not seen'.
 
© Jocelyn Dunbar
29 March 2003
7: 35 AM
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Heart Of Poetry
 
The mystery of words, wisdom of the heart to each
Angelic form, the voice of emotion in verse.
 
The melody of heart speak in words that feels the
Emotion to express the deepness of feeling in the mind.
Words that connect in the main thoughts.
 
Thoughts of words flow to the emotion to make meaning,
To the essence that moves, sensitivity inside emotion
Through the words.
 
The intellectual mind with the knowledge of experience power of
Wisdom transcend to composition to unlock the perfect will of
Words justify hidden truth.
 
The magnificent power compose words gives roots
Blossom and bring fruits to the heart of humanity.
 
Love kind words are power to win oneself to transform the
Beauty of inside emotion to one particular individual.
 
The poetry, words of wisdom comes from inner motives of a
Good heart that gives us privilege to express the hidden
Beauty of thoughts inside mind to put it in words.
 
The power to dominate inside individual for beauty and
Wonder purpose of life.
 
© Jocelyn Dunbar
13 May 2006
7: 50 AM
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Heart Of Thanks
 
Today, you lay down things that I need to learn,
You show up matters that I need to bear,
To have justice for all that I have done.
You teach me another strategy to deal with
Many things happening in life,
To realize and to see the distance result of things.
 
You teach me, to lay down to you with all my pain
Experiences, to back down my knees and pray.
 
Father God, receive the heart of thanks to your hands,
All things in time, all the days and nights
And all the years.
 
'THANK YOU', Amen.
 
©Jocelyn Dunbar
21 May 2006
6: 55 AM
 
Jocelyn Dunbar
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Heart Of Trust
 
The central intellectual figure part of
One individual object to speak truth
Of emotion, action made by the heart
Reliable care to someone asking attention.
 
The confident of the person assure, dependable.
The hope to someone inclines to speak
Emotion, shelter the heart.
The moral character and good attitude
Moves to give credential benefit and direction.
 
Every detail in the heart consist
To positive feedback. All things move,
Roll on to the winding circle density of the heart.
The heart reclaims wisdom to the essential emotion of
A person, to prove the truth trusting heart.
 
The devotion of emotion in needing time.
 
© Jocelyn Dunbar
 
Jocelyn Dunbar
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Heart Of Wisdom
 
The knowledge of heart awareness that comes from sense
Of emotion compose of intellectual manners of mind,
A strong sense that feels inside emotion, substance
Absorbing the distance.
 
A heart of loving, the fragrance of the heart that gives scent
Into emotion, happy mind in a happy heart.
 
A heart of affection, to dramatize the emotion to
Feel what its feeling, a care to those in need
And act to do it.
 
A heart of listening, an open ear to listen, to
Sympathize the emotion, resolve the situation.
 
A heart of understanding, the dynamic things to see the
Difference, to analyze and realize the situation base on
Experience.
 
A heart of humility, the fantastic knowledge of the heart
That lights the real shining of a person.
 
A heart of acceptance, a loving expression of the heart
The sound mind in the knowledge of a person
That bring peace in the heart.
 
A heart of mission, the wide horizon in a different division of life
Reaching individuals giving light in the shadow of darkness
And lead them in a real destination of life.
 
© Jocelyn Dunbar
26 May 2006
12: 25 AM
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Heart Of Worship
 
Hymn praises coming to my mind,
Adoration, worship, fellow-shipping, prayers,
Honor to you God.
 
Lifting you high with song,
Joy and love inside heart.
Looking unto you with faith
And believing, you're my God.
 
Walking with you all day, amaze with
Beauty of your creation;
To sing, to dance, with praises,
In everyday, in everywhere,
My heart belongs to worship you.
 
© Jocelyn Dunbar
6 May 2006
7: 25 PM
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Heaven
 
This is the home of God the father, the powerful God,
The creator of the universe. This is the place of one
Soul who has a body of Christian having a common
Faith and discipline who has intimate fellowship with God.
A home of the blessed dead for supreme happiness.
 
An everlasting place to live a complete, the beautiful
People friendly affection of every one spirit, a paradise
That anyone wants to see. The freedom of souls, the state
Of calm and quite mode of concord between Man and God.
 
A harmony of souls to perceive the greatest affection of
Creator, the ruler of the universe. The bliss to require
Worship, the supreme value of Man with God, one soul
That conquer the greatest purpose of the earth.
 
The Heaven the kingdom of God.
 
© Jocelyn Dunbar
9th of June 2000
9: 00 AM
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Heaven Vision
 
The vivid picture power wisdom
For-seeing scene.
 
The beautiful and wonderful place
Set by the giver of life to every
Individual.
 
A place of supreme happiness
That everyone dream of.
 
The state of spiritual value,
A home of a blessed soul,
The place of bliss to live in
The presence of God.
 
The freedom of mind, complete
And satisfying soul to feel the essence
Of goodness that God given to the believer
Of Jesus Christ.
 
God can do marvelous, the light of the world
The father almighty.
 
Heaven, the kingdom sovereignty.
 
 
© Jocelyn Dunbar
29 March 2002
8: 00 PM
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Her Senses
 
She modify the heart soul connecting the
Mind, beneath her senses.
The heart feels the deepest thoughts
The sorrow and pain include to her emotion
A source of words that speak the truth.
The magical reflection of the heart
Brings the glorious sense of her view.
The music of the heart moisture the deepest of
Her emotion that only God can understand.
 
She is blessed by something, somewhere
That nothing cannot compare with anything
In this world, Beautiful! She is open to give
The heart to someone needed it with a humble self.
She expresses the deepest of herself to the one
She loves deeply. She is honest to her feeling.
She is able to devote her intimate relationship
To the person she loves.
 
She is moving ready to put herself on the line,
She is young at heart to follow through.
She contribute her beauty to the uniqueness of
Her personality. She holds her heart and give
To someone who deserve it.
 
On her devotion, she never stops to learn
The wings of emotion through love.
Love is the greatest of her existence,
Along long way to go.
 
 
© Jocelyn Dunbar
29 August 2003
1: 00 PM
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Hidden Wealth
 
The goodness of inside individual,
Uniqueness being from outside personality,
The heart that feel, open to give and listen.
 
The faith that moves that bring glory and
Honor to God the father, humble self that
Flourishes by the time cycle.
 
The wisdom that light to life reflecting to the
Heart and mind of one's lives individuals.
 
The path to walk uprightly living day by day
The happiness to savor of good deeds.
 
The joy of the heart sprinkle glistering all over
Showers of good times carry through to
Life perfect way.
 
A strong foundation of the hidden wealth of life
A real riches being can't take away by anyone.
 
© Jocelyn Dunbar
4 May 2006
7: 00 AM
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Higher Hope
 
Life is a vision in mind seeing in sight,
The prize of life is what we are doing today,
To draw near to the higher dream
We want to achieve.
 
Work hard to achieve goal. Not in other way around,
It is not a good way to betray anybody to become a winner.
We only become a loser if this perspective we have in life
Is to step on to the others footstep.
 
Perception, it nourish us to the deepness of our soul,
Magnify a certain direction and accumulate perspective
In the higher achievement of our life desire.
 
Wisdom, it is the power to become strong to
Any circumstances of things that happen in every corner
Of life. A wise attitude and knowledge that brings
About courage to choose for a certain reason
In life event.
 
The pointer of becoming we want is the person we really
Want to be. Hope all things, believe all things,
The miracles happen in every step of the way.
 
The highest quality of life is inside us, our life
That we have to live. Our mind that think and view life,
Thoughts that keep us moving somewhere beneath
Our senses, our becoming.
 
God is able to direct us to the higher goal of life.
Trust and love God in words and in mind
In deeds and in action.
 
To Hope in God is to stand up on him.
 
 
© Jocelyn Dunbar
24 June 2000
8: 30 PM
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Hold Me In Your Arms
 
Hold me in your arms, caress my emotion close
To your heart, your tender touch to feel me secure.
 
Hold me in your arms, and love me tenderly
With your kiss to my lips passionately.
 
Hold me in your arms, and feel your body
Next to mine, every single day.
 
Time moves, love hold both of us safe.
So here I am, hold me in your arms
Closer to where you are.
 
© Jocelyn Dunbar
12 February 2006
9: 23 AM
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Honesty
 
The basis upon which something stand being true individual,
Made up an independent part of a person substance personality
Building an action of relation head mark by integrity.
 
The great value total reverence of inward outward
Respect of a person, free from deception.
 
The genuine recognition of others to one involve will brings a
Lot of good thing to a person personality and it will pass
On to others. The peace and respect build to one another
Existing being real human living.
 
&quot;A real man is a man of integrity and honesty &quot;
That means being all out in everything he does.
 
Honesty, honor and respect building love relationship
Is the most important aspect of any relationship
Headed for reputation overall performance of a person.
An accord of trust, emotional and spiritual maturity is
Power to become a real honest person.
 
© Jocelyn Dunbar
20th of December 2001
11: 00 AM
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I Am A Woman Of Freedom
 
Am a woman of independent to find out the way to live,
To makes me strong in the ups and down of life.
 
Am a woman to choose what's right and wrong.
A woman to wipe away my tears.
 
Am a woman of love and devote myself to savor the beauty
Of my existence in moral and spiritual value.
 
Am a woman of perfect imperfection, to show the value
Of being who I am and what I am intended to do in this generation.
 
Am a woman who had a pure heart to excel goodness,
To touch someone's heart, to lift up spirit in the glory of
God the father.
 
Am a woman, a journey of my being to climb in
Whatever may come and go.
 
Am a woman of God, the father of Jesus Christ the
Creator of this universe, he choice me to do his plan
And execute his will.
 
I am a woman of freedom in the hands of God the
Father Almighty.
 
My father God, to you the glory.
 
© Jocelyn Dunbar
23 March 2017
11: 20 PM
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I Am In Love With You
 
This is the sound of my soul,
Strong sensation of the heart that
Captured the wholeness of my being,
Love that feels my heart towards you.
It is clean, pure, open, complete, and sweet
That create the view of beauty in my
Thoughts arousing so beautiful that steep
To my emotion, carried me away, I love
Your way everyday just be you.
 
You brighten my days inspired me to look forward
And feel the beauty of silence inside you.
&quot;I love you with all I am &quot;. The love to
Proclaim the glorious beauty of life,
A fantasy became reality because of you.
I feel you more and more each day,
You captured every essence of being me,
I felt in love with you.
 
Time and distance is not hindrance for
The two of us, God will hold everything in it.
He will added the beauty of each day
To experience and savor the wonderful gift
He had given us. Its real love, your love is
My home place to live, precious feeling to
Cherish every moment time for the rest of our life.
 
Today and forever, I love you
And I am in love with you.
 
© Jocelyn Dunbar
4th December 2004
3: 13 PM
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I Found You
 
I saw your views in distances of my vision.
I know you are the man I've been waiting in my life.
God watching you, the same level of my being.
He sent you to me what a wonderful scene
I have for you. You open the heart,
I get in. You came along at the right time,
Took all my worries and fears that I had.
My life starting to change,
Feeling alright because I found you.
 
You brought me happiness,
The completeness of my being you touch my heart in
A very special feeling comes naturally
One magic moment, you and me. The fate and miracle
Go hand and hand destined by God destiny found the way.
Amazing so beautiful for the two individual like us.
I will never be alone again. I keep holding you
All of my life because I found you.
 
Love will bond each other truly and real smoothly
Moving around to our senses being.
You are the greatest gift that God gave me.
You shower every good thing to my life.
I will embrace and keep you tight here in my heart
All through your life I'll be by your side.
Now that I have you, I love you all the way.
 
© Jocelyn Dunbar
5 August 2004
8: 25 AM
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I Love You More Each Day
 
To the sweetness of your kiss to my
Lips that tickles my body to move
And moves you, making love with you
Keeping me alive feel you inside me,
Hymn... I love you more each day.
 
To stay beside you hearing the words
Of love to my ears, caressing me with
Your tender hands, holding me in
Your arms, feel your wholeness being
Gives flavour of a new day,
Hymn... I love you more each day.
 
You hold my hands show me the way, a heart
Of you to understand cradle me in your
Love secures me to your side and loves me so,
Hymn... I love you more each day.
 
To be with you in life making a family
So strong, building love inside heart
Pamper our love all day long,
Hymn... I love you more each day.
 
To the happiness flow to our heart
Each day a new, abundant blessing
Bestow to our way, praises of thanks to God,
Hymn... I love you more each day.
 
For all many years ahead of us in all day
Long to be with each others arms,
Hymn... I will love you more each day
Forevermore.
 
© Jocelyn Dunbar
7th of June 2000
9: 49 PM
 
Jocelyn Dunbar
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I Love You My Father God
 
To embrace you everyday life may bring,
To see me through and listen, speak to you
Whatever comes in mind.
 
My heart and emotion feels you to my deepest self,
'I am amaze with your goodness'.
 
I want to stay in touch with you; to think of you,
To smile at you, sit close to you.
I enjoy being with you.
 
I love you here in my heart, my soul, my senses open to see
Scene of distance of yourself being my father God.
I cannot figure how big you are?
 
With your love surrounds me, with the blessing that
Nothing can't compare in this world from inside and
Outside of this universe. You teach me to recognize
Every details of life journey, and learned life from you.
 
I thank you with all my heart. To views you here in
My thoughts, to be near you all the days of my life.
I love you my father God.
 
© Jocelyn Dunbar
31 October 2005
5: 58 AM
 
Jocelyn Dunbar
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I Loved My Life With You God
 
So much I wondered; you giving me wings to fly high
As I can imagine myself, it happens in a flash.
 
As I can remember when I was in the pit of everything
In life with strong wind and thunder, road rough,
Desert is wide that I cannot no longer live.
But I can see sense of hardship that I am
Experiencing from the first, up to the last chapter of
Time ending to my destination of finish line.
 
I love you God you are so good,
I am enjoying your goodness to me.
 
You've change everything in my life.
I am over power with your majesty. Every thoughts that
Awakes me with you, my eyes that I can see beauty
In you, glorify my soul, I miss you every day.
 
I am amaze of everything you given me, you are so faithful.
No matter what, I just want to love you with all my heart,
Take me to your glory. I don't want to live without you.
 
I loved my life with you.
 
© Jocelyn Dunbar
21th of August 2010
11: 27 AM
 
Jocelyn Dunbar
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I Miss You
 
My inward expression condition of my emotion
Sensational perceive by thoughts,
The general consciousness of my being,
Time moves smoothly, circulate into emotion
Pleasurable sense scene exalt towards you.
 
My sensitive thoughts touch you to the
Scene inside mind existing to my feeling that
I hardly explain, surprisingly astonish
By you, beautiful feeling that I am longing,
One in a million you.
 
You strengthen me remembering you,
You are the best thing that came into my life,
Wonderful person, precious individual
I will keep you here in my heart.
 
I love you, I miss you in distance miles away.
 
© Jocelyn Dunbar
20th of May 2002
7: 53 PM
 
Jocelyn Dunbar
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I Need You
 
I need you,
Every day I wake up early in the morning
And going to bed at night.  To shelter our
Emotion and pamper our love.
 
I need you,
In times of my crying, my uncertain
Thoughts to speak up, to breathe in
And out to your presence.
 
I need you,
Our labor of love, to make me feel
Your embrace every essence of my being with you.
 
I need you,
The present moment we have to kiss and
Laugh together, to cry out when we sad.
 
I need you,
To the most of the time to be happy,
To feel our deepest being.
 
I need you,
Every day of my life fill with love,
Loving you.
 
© Jocelyn Dunbar
17 August 2006
1: 42 PM
 
Jocelyn Dunbar
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I Views You God
 
The faraway scene of my senses belongs to you.
 
The blowing of the wind, swaying the leaves of the tress.
The air pushes the cloud form with the different shape.
The plane zooming in the sky, like the birds that fly on
High above gives sound distance.
 
My thought goes with you delighted me;
No words cannot express how amazing you are.
The whole substance of space open goes out in any direction.
Your hand moves working constantly,
Firmly, and surely.
 
What a wonderful beautiful you are.
 
You whisper words through the strong wind, through the
Thunder storm, with the blessing of the rain falls
Everywhere scattered.
 
My heart sings praises to you.
 
I views you God, in my senses thoughts in mind,
In myself to be near you. My heart to feel the
Essence of you, my emotion, feeling, my soul to think
Of you being God.
 
The biggest factor of my life is to had stood beside you.
Received my spirit to your glory, Amen.
 
© Jocelyn Dunbar
4th of September 2005
9: 39 AM
 
Jocelyn Dunbar
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Illicit Affair
 
The unlawful act in the sight of
God and men, unchaste way
Passion, unstable, disturbing.
Guilt knock-back into the inner self
Of a person.
 
Devastation to the family, broken unity
Hurting from the heart into the nerve,
Became irritated to the way condition of life.
 
It corrupt the peace of mind and happiness
It damage the senses being, loathing from the heart,
Dignity broken to pieces, anger with many
Reason in the mind.
 
Either it is love or passion, break it down,
Stand in self with discipline.
Our value being ourselves reflect
To the life of anyone.
 
Choose to be free from any disturbance
Of this world, free our body and soul
To the way world moving, walk in a
Right way living.
 
Set yourself free.
 
© Jocelyn Dunbar
 
Jocelyn Dunbar
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Improve The Quality Of Your Life
 
Work hard; find a way to improve yourself.
Do not limit yourself to the possibility of
What you can do. Do your best, change your attitude,
To be more determine to take charge
Of your improvement.
 
Change your mentality in life.
Change your attitude; your point of view. 
Learn to be more well-adjusted self,
To your environment, community and home.
As you live in life, you must equip yourself on learning
Each day, day after day on something new; 
Be it by desire or intention. The more curious your
Adaptable mind, the more learning process
You have to acquire.
 
Studying  is the total development of your behavior,
As well as to increase knowledge and understanding,
Acquiring information, exploring your horizon,
And stimulating your involvement to your community
And to your environment. 
 
You will gain self-control of dealing with
The different people, to be more well-adjusted self.
You may expose to the positive and negative influence,
But you develop the knowledge and understanding.
 
Your intellectual mind move smoothly to execute
And deliberately express in every single word you say
Or on written words you make. You have knowledge to
Handle or use social inter-action and
Social-orientation wherever your involvement.
 
'My say'
 
What I have got in myself is; I have been learned
Things fully to my self-study as well as my experienced in life.
Going to school is giving me more and better understanding,
And stimulating to help me discover what I want in life.
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Life is beautiful; make it meaningful to you.
You must explore and do something for your productivity
In whatever there may be.
 
© Jocelyn Dunbar
20/01/2017
12: 22 PM
 
Jocelyn Dunbar
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In The Tiredness Of Life
 
The survival stage of being,
Living day by day travel in,
Travel out in division of life.
 
Fatigue, weary, pain,
Inside whole being;
Struggle, adversity, experiences,
Trouble, are great suffering.
 
The eyes feel every drops of pain,
The heart and mind combine with
Breath fades away,
 
To carry the cross by the way
Experience in any kind event journey,
What it is all about inside life?
 
All things made by choice, permission
Of God to happen, to polish the wholeness
Of being, to understand the deepest
Important of life existence,
To know the duties of life in the
Lives of one individual.
 
The pain struggle is the source
Of a beautiful life, we cannot
Experience God glory without adversity,
Though it's hurting deep down inside.
 
God rule, reveal his power;
Receive him in the exasperating soul.
To give you air to breathe.
 
In the tiredness of life, revival come;
We see rainbow glistering all over,
Holding God hand to the perfect
Place of peace. The prosperity of being,
The reality of life destination.
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Jocelyn Dunbar
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Inner Wisdom
 
The intellect insight,
Dimension sense of mind in the
Heart, confident and will power.
 
The awareness of senses
Instinct knowledge of mind
Essence through the heart.
 
The element that brings great
Nutrient to the senses sight of
Thoughts to stands in good
Moral value.
 
To stimulate to the wholeness being
Of real beauty of unique self.
 
© Jocelyn Dunbar
7th June 2006
7: 47 PM
 
Jocelyn Dunbar
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Inspirational Insight
 
The wit, personal touch, inhalation of spirit,
Companion of lost soul to life.
A candle to give light in the darkness
Penetrate the emotion to lift up.
 
Enthusiastic being, capable to grow.
Element of a good relation to oneself bringing
Commitment to the sense of the word.
 
Self-esteem, action made up situation, flourishes by
Comprehend knowledge in the inside life individual.
 
Purity of words transcends; protect, provide
To the needs of a person. The actual result
Without limit. The power to act and responds to do
Things, in order to move free.
 
The capacity of mental horizon to absorb the
Deepness of words into realization of life,
Moving dynamically with the strong determination of
Self being individual living.
 
© Jocelyn Dunbar
25 April 2006
8: 45 PM
 
Jocelyn Dunbar
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It's All About You Jesus
 
In everything I encounter to my life despair
To the empty heart I had, I'll never dissuade.
 
To my body's shaking, to my worry mind
To my hopeless be, I'll never fail.
 
To the route I am walking rocky and rough,
To the people that gives trouble and pain
I'll never lose courage.
 
To the beautiful life you had given lifting me up
To the sky, pleasure of my soul upholding;
 
The sweeties smile in my face
The wonderful whisper to my ears
Pleasant scene in my eyes.
 
The amazing love you given
Enjoying your presence
To my silence, keeping me still;
 
To the praises of my heart singing hymn to you
To be thankful for what you've done,
 
In all these, it's all about you
It's all about you, JESUS.
 
© Jocelyn Dunbar
3 May 2006
3: 56 PM
 
Jocelyn Dunbar
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Its Own Time
 
The journey travel to one place to another,
A life circle cycle of experience,
Difficulties of life hazardous and destruction of
People who brought sadness and problems.
 
People changing people in a different way and at
The same time people need people to get along,
To get by in life. To change direction, to gather more
Valuable perspective in good view with
Action in many ways;
 
To wash away all bad experience
To heel the broken spirit
To stimulate our being, to be strong,
To ease mind, to rise.
 
In all events, God heel the broken.
All things will change in its own time.
 
© Jocelyn Dunbar
29th of November 2008
9: 45 PM
 
Jocelyn Dunbar
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Keith (My Son)
 
You are my child, a precious child
I get you in the hands of God
I'm ready to have you whatever it takes
The first time I saw you,
I don't know how to handle you in
My arms but I feel so different,
I love you.
 
You are not feeling well the first time
You came into this world. I am worried,
I hold you tightly in my arms and
Whisper a prayer for you. I offer you
To God to get you heal. it's amazing!
You are forcible child, strong and talented
I'm proud to have you.
 
You grow up without me in your side,
I'm so regretful; I missed the day you laugh
And you walk. The first of the words
You spoke. I've been absent for so many
Years in your side, all the moments to love
And kiss you, I've lost.
 
I pray you open your heart to me
And start all over again.
I still have life to spend with you.
I want you to be happy and love me, because
I love you.
 
© Jocelyn Dunbar
31th October 2001
2: 00 PM
 
Jocelyn Dunbar
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Khottie Grant (My Daughter)
 
Khottie Grant (My Daughter)
 
You came into my life a wonderful gift
 
You came into my life a wonderful gift
From above, I feel you beating inside
My body, what amazing power of
God! God grant you to came into my
Life to make me complete, beautiful
Indeed: You are perfectly made.
 
You are precious, more precious than
Everything else in this world, sweet,
Loving and more beautiful than ever.
You are the essential part of my heart,
The whole personality of my being, the
Absolute feature of my life. You fulfil
My whole existence.
 
I thank God to have you. Your tenderness,
Your smile captured me. You are so lovely,
Hymn...I love you, I feel you in my heart.
I do pray that God hold you tightly in his arms,
To make you secure in his love.
 
Now, in this time being a woman
You complete me.
 
© Jocelyn Dunbar
30th October 2001
2: 40 PM
 
Jocelyn Dunbar
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Knowledge Of Experience
 
The actual event, range information of things in life,
Eventful experience base on fundamental issue in details;
Struggle, adversity, pain, heartache, hurt ache,
Sorrow, tiredness of everyday journey.
 
This system is teaching us to learn to become
A fighter, to get even better not bitter.
We level our emotion in any circumstances to accomplish
One thing in life. And to deal to any experiences.
People, places, things involve in our day to day life,
This has a big impact to our personality.
The foundation to get mature, to open our views to the
World moving universe and to our quality
Being individual.
 
Life is full of ups and down, but the most important is,
We have freedom to do things in spite difficulties,
To work and take action. Freedom must be put in
Proper action to the knowledge of our
Experiences, to overcome many obstacles.
To help our self to become a better person
And successful individual.
 
© Jocelyn Dunbar
2000
 
Jocelyn Dunbar
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Knowledge To Everlasting Life
 
Age and education is not guarantee of wisdom.
It is based on a deep intuition to life experience.
The battles to understand and accept and let go.
To intercede, meditate and concentrate the details of life event;
To learn, analyze, think, views, and being
Aware of the series experience of life.
 
Age is not guarantee of life experience.
It is the series event of life to be understood and learn
The process of things in the past, the present and in
The future. It is how you stand in yourself to go on
And move. It is how you work in the proper
Right way and have good direction.
It is the starting point of life real journey to reach
Goal and take it as a whole. It is beauty to recognize
To be able you to realize the journey of life.
 
We have one life to consider,
To look to the bigger picture of life,
To yourself and to other people. Learn to back down
And focus on things inside heart to be able
You to accept and recognize what life is all about.
To be peace in all life experience.
 
In this, you will be able to smooth direction and find
Out the great perspective to savor life once more.
 
© Jocelyn Dunbar
7 November 2005
7: 20 PM
 
Jocelyn Dunbar
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Leading
 
The pathway right direction quiet guide way to life.
 
A daily step to do task with faith,
Sailing with belief to the right motives of moving.
 
The determination to walk on,
Taking risk with right perspective self.
 
A day of prayer that calm the tide of
Everyday life journey.
 
God faithfully takes the wheels that go round in
The high way runs.
 
In so doing, all has led to good right direction
Of Jesus way.
 
© Jocelyn Dunbar
9 May 2006
3: 28 PM
 
Jocelyn Dunbar
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Life Existence
 
The bold knowledge of human being,
State actual event experience distinguish
The vital and functional activities of the body
And mind. The conceptual stages of constitution
Real life. The realization with continuance duty,
To live and to taste the journey.
 
The actual life empower experience cultivated by the
Way works multiply and extend affairs concerning
The details matter in life.
And to discover the excellence qualities of being.
 
The existence of life assure,
Perspective due to our knowledge.
Wisdom of experiences to be able to stand,
To give inspiration to all. In this journey,
God hand moves miraculously, unnoticeable.
The time table of our existence is his rewards
To give consolation to life.
 
The legacy of fame in life moving to the present
Up to the coming condition install in proper location.
 
© Jocelyn Dunbar
24 April 2005
3: 15 PM
 
Jocelyn Dunbar
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Life Of Cocoon
 
The phenomena of nature pupa's state
Related form  from a series part of life.
 
The unique site details demonstration
Of journey miles way.
 
The vitality attribution of conscious animate nature.
 
The struggle to face by day to day, to strive on in
Every circumstances, experiences, and pain.
 
To suffer from time by time to accomplish a purpose.
After a hard time an open course to move free,
A real exit of existing.
 
A time to spread wings and fly, freedom to breathe life
To live and exalted.
 
© Jocelyn Dunbar
1 May 2006
6: 30 AM
 
Jocelyn Dunbar
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Life Projection
 
The personality characteristic of one individual,
The design to device in the mind, lights to dominate
An image being a person. The dimension of being to
Fall into surface. Our duty and quality to administered
Our points of view and rule power.
 
Our program is depending to our day by day life.
Basically, our performance concerning being individual.
We are traveler, our duty is to go on and move, find some
Direction, our perfect location.
 
Plan in order to proceed through the certain stages of
Happenings, being prominent to the quality. The real
Meaning of life is how you appreciate circumstances
To demonstrate decision toward attitude and character.
And how you reacted and stand to survive in life.
 
Goal - is a life arrangement particles matter, climb as
You can, being determined to believe and be connected.
Faith in God is a  living testimony of our existence.
 
© Jocelyn Dunbar
9 December 2001
Morning
 
Jocelyn Dunbar
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Lipad Sa Katahimikan
 
Lipad isip lipad, sa katahimikan nang isipan
Sa kapahingahan ng diwa,
Sa katauhan, sa damdamin,
Sa puso, sa ispiritu.
 
Lipad isip lipad abutin mo ang katiwasayan
Nang iyong katahimikan at lalim nang iyong kapahingahan,
Sa dagundong ng ingay nang walang hangang karimlan.
 
Lunurin mo ang iyong isip sa diwa nang katahimikan
Tamasahin ang katiwasayan sa hamon ng buhay.
 
Ikagalak ang paglalakbay sa kagandahan, kalinisan,
Kabusilakan at kaliwanagan nang katahimikan.
 
Magpasya ang puso sa kaibuturan at rurok nang damdamin
Sa lakas, sa tibay, sa katinagan at kalayaan nang isip at damdamin.
 
Maging Malaya, ikagalak ang yaman nang buhay
Sa mabuting isipan, sa mabulaklak na diwa nang pagkatao.
 
Lipad isip lipad maglakbay sa dulo nang walang hangang.
 
©Jocelyn Dunbar
3rd April 2010
5: 30 PM
 
Jocelyn Dunbar
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Logical Dot
 
One mind dominate the relation of the word to
Relate to one special individual.
The arrangement of rules deals with the
Test through trials. A long period of time
Loads in the way side extending to the
Relation of the element.
 
The distance mark by skillful event
To view the ability in time, particles sound mind.
The command created by God to the one individual
Meeting in time distance.
 
Speck, a very tiny bit of matter to connect
Some way that causes a lot of things
Existing in the knowledge of creator.
All of everything start for nothing but
Because of his grace we become something
Valuable human being transformed in his
Intelligent idea to form in the beauty of the world.
 
A dot, a given privilege to be logical to create
And be use.
 
©Jocelyn Dunbar
7 May 2002
Afternoon
 
Jocelyn Dunbar
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Love Is
 
Love is…
Begins somewhere, something;
Compose of true respect, devotion,
Sincerity, sacrifice and pain.
 
Love is...
Strong and passionate, patient,
Kind, generous and forgiven.
 
Love is...
Open, broad, wide, deep, and steadfast in heart.
 
Love is...
Freedom and hope, action, work,
And commitment to someone.
 
Love is...
The two people in love talks every
Thoughts in mind and sing the
Melody of the heart with the same tone.
 
Love is...
Everlasting, to savor in once life.
 
© Jocelyn Dunbar
11 February 2006
2: 10 PM
 
Jocelyn Dunbar
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Love Magic
 
This is strange emotion,
Absolutely feel inside heart,
It's beating so fast that can't control.
 
The essence of somewhere, one
Precious moment, the occurrence
Base on how it feels inside.
 
It's driving inside the whole
Density, love emotion so strong in
Distance. The force manifest in
One single time.
 
Love is in the air to feel the
Moment flowing in the heart.
 
Love moves to the essence of
Feeling to cherish the wonderful
Emotion in time in one magic moment love.
 
© Jocelyn Dunbar
19 November 2001
11: 30 AM
 
Jocelyn Dunbar
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Love Reunited
 
A long journey passing in this two love individual,
The essence that has been gone for a long time to
Be with someone who truly love.
 
The passing time moves in a different way,
The long rocky road, the wave of every journey
The process of learning of things happening around
Control and uncontrolled by itself. The distance,
The substance, the destiny belong by its journey
That they travel a long experience to
Determine the genuine feeling to someone
That never been change, that never been forgotten,
That never been lost in every step of the way
Turning and circling of time.
 
Every journey it takes that gives meaning to grow
To become, to recognize the details, to value
The implication of things in the past,
The present and in the future ahead of life.
 
'Till we meet again, to start a new, to live with you
In a satisfying love and meaning of a good life.
 
I will embrace the beauty of this journey
Of a TRUE LOVE.
 
© Jocelyn Dunbar
7 June 2009
1: 34 PM
 
Jocelyn Dunbar
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Love That Satisfy My Soul
 
Peaceful spirit in the middle of troubles
And sufferings.
 
I miss you in the deepness of myself, God.
In my thoughts, in my mind, in my whole I am.
 
Inner peace, calm, quiet, with beauty and
Smile with confident. Your love inspired me to live,
Strong never been shaking by anything.
 
All the tiredness of my body in my life is cause of all
The painful and hurtful experienced in every journey.
All the troubles and sufferings that brought people to
My life destroying my strength to live.
 
In the passing day all the pains and troubles are
All died to my inside self, you turn it all to dust.
 
Everything inspired me to live; it becomes a golden
Sun shining to my life to live once again.
 
© Jocelyn Dunbar
25 October 2009
11: 02 AM
 
Jocelyn Dunbar
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Marriage
 
A solid relationship, a couple being united to
One another, romances, Passionate love together.
The knot between the two in love,
Through thick and thin for better or worse.
 
 
Attachment between husband and wife to share
Knowledge, action, to cultivate the relation
And details dealing in life.
 
Respect and honour one another abilities, give,
Accept, forgive, and forget to whatever
Circumstances or result of the matter.
 
Build solid bridges to cross and reach each other's arms.
 
Talk and listen, focus to the dream goals to pursuing
Such good things, productive and happy life.
 
© Jocelyn Dunbar
20 January 2006
9: 05 PM
 
Jocelyn Dunbar
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Meditation
 
The powerful factor to in tune,
Free spirit and mind to connect
Somewhere.
 
One step to clean and discipline
The thoughts. The way to construct
Into open far away.
 
To ease mind in a disturbing world
And to come into silence with good
Motive heart inside self.
 
Clean heart and mind goes together
To arrive in a beautiful space, with
Each galaxy of thoughts.
 
Everything hold by the power comes
From substance somewhere out there.
 
The breathing mind cleanses of
Soul in a higher ground.
 
© Jocelyn Dunbar
2000
 
Jocelyn Dunbar
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Memories In Memory
 
The mind thinking, its appear to the
Monitor of sight.
 
Thinking... thinking...
 
Every detail that has happen in life journey
Whatever it is in the lives of every individual
It will always bring the memories of event experience.
 
The love, the most special and a great
Things that has happened.
The emotion of love, the very moment
To be loved by someone.
Though it was passed, it has been gone,
But it has been remembered in memory.
It has been always remain a smile in our heart.
 
In memory of event, Life Momentum.
 
© Jocelyn Dunbar
12 March 2008
11: 55 AM
 
Jocelyn Dunbar
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Mind Dimension
 
The mental breath condition
Perceives of comprehensive
Memory device,
 
The galaxy of mental thoughts
Moving to essential stage of mind,
 
Working in a different category of
Experience in one way to another
 
Memory flow from within the
Mind listed in the brain to view
Every degree of event,
Thoughts inside mind, sight-seeing;
 
Illusion, intention, opinion,
To the way personal knowledge.
 
© Jocelyn Dunbar
17 August 2006
8: 33 PM
 
Jocelyn Dunbar
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Miracle If You Believe
 
It begins to your heart, the senses of the air.
How you give your inner self to any essential part
Of anything.
 
This is the first step to open your feeling to any
Individual surround you. It's a gift of
Somewhere out there who create the universe.
 
He can touch you in a very special way, your motives,
Emotion, and specially your soft heart.
 
Inside your heart, they have soul, He touches every bit
Of it, every single second minute of your days.
 
You begin to see the beauty of yourself
And feel it with your heart begin to build up the
Foundation of make &quot;BELIEVE&quot;.
 
You can't imagine how it's happen a paradise that
Anyone wants to see, it inside your heart and it
Picture to your mind the beautiful things that
You want it to be.
 
If you believe, automatically,
Absolutely, you get what you desire.
&quot;JUST BELIEVE &quot; what you imagine can be achieved.
 
© Jocelyn Dunbar
23 February 1999
10: 55 PM
 
Jocelyn Dunbar
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Miracle Of Faith
 
The infinite cycle of life real wealth, manifestation of
Nature, accumulation of all things held up to determine
The passage sequence of event. The unusual faith,
Power to cast away fears, surrendering heart to take
Hand in every words flow to the deep sense of one particular
Individual. The life experience absorb the distance things
Pure heart move in, sprinkle like a gleaming water falls.
The power of faith that leads to kindness brings through in life glory.
 
Love stands every moment of life feel in, feel free, keeping,
Taking the journey. The stronghold of life fulfill his duty
Changeless word will change lives. His own principles willing
To serve, rewards and repay life. He whisper words viewing
Deep down inside through the deepness thoughts, blowing by win.
The magic of touch create healing, trusting, renewing to
Those individual who want to go on in life, to experience the
Greatness of being alive. The surface scene of wonder constantly
Moves, solid. The soul and the body connect true worship
Done by best execution of one individual.
 
The castle life holds of God in any direction.
The beauty of senses through sight recognize him in all level.
The power, vision, faith and belief, freedom to stand them all.
The shower of miracle scatter over distance places, dream
Vision holding time table watching it. The whisper of the heart with
The knowledge of thoughts strengthens by faith. All things becomes
Reality, the bliss to taste the flavour of true life. God works bear result,
Fruitful labour gives praises to God. The receptive heart smile,
Wondering, God himself exist to the lives of one individual,
Time has come unyielding.
 
© Jocelyn Dunbar
22 February 2005
12: 15 AM
 
Jocelyn Dunbar
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Mistakes
 
A wrong decision that suffer
Painful experience to the whole
Functioning of life, stages of a different
System that exist every day journey.
 
The desperate aching heart,
The painful emotion, the disturbing mind,
A broken life crying to the deep
Painful choices that has made moves
Every steps of the way.
 
A wrong action that do things
Produce confusing level of motives
To the right perspective of doing,
Missing every good opportunity
To live life to be happy and prosperous.
 
A wrong choice that goes on in a
Series of everyday concern that activate
Activities working in life duration time,
A mistake in a deeper level, pattern of
Life moving, doing, acting concerning
Details, a matter made by decision,
Choices and action in life.
 
© Jocelyn Dunbar
19 March 2007
12: 00 PM
 
Jocelyn Dunbar
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More You In My Life
 
A day for you hand in hand
Smile and laughter across my life
You light the way in time,
More you in my life.
 
The happiness you gave shine in
My face, I stay with you, stay with me
Love and life live in me.
More you in my life.
 
My senses thoughts delighted me
To see you through in life ahead,
To live in me until the end.
More you in my life.
 
My life will end to stay with you in
Heaven place I am longing to,
Hear your stories and laugh with you.
More you in my life.
 
All I can say right now in heart
I love you father,
&quot; Till eternity &quot;.
 
© Jocelyn Dunbar
16 June 2006
10: 55 AM
 
Jocelyn Dunbar
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Mother's Prayer
 
My mind talking to you God, my tears running down,
Emotion crying to the deep of my emotion.
My concern, my children.
 
Lord, I ask you to hold my children in your hands tightly,
Love, mercy, grace, comfort, and security you give to take
Care of them.
 
To the pleasures of the earth, to the way things like,
Liquor, cigarettes, sex, drugs, and everything that can harm
Their body and soul, I pray God with all diligent to cover my
Children away from these things.
 
To the people on their life road, influence them to the evil way,
Don't let this human being abuse and use them, let your Holy blood
Cover my children to protect them from these things.
In everyday, everywhere, oh God! This is my heart prayer.
 
The life of my children I offer to you with thanksgiving,
To give love, affection, acceptance, understanding that I can
Give them. But the most of everything is your amazing love.
 
In confidence, my prayer I give to you, I trust you God to give
The life of my children back to you in time, Amen.
 
© Jocelyn Dunbar
18 May 2006
4: 40 PM
 
Jocelyn Dunbar
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My Being
 
The views of thoughts, knowledge of mind,
Senses scene. The whole I am inside out.
 
My silence, I share it to God, talk and listen,
To feel his existence, to embrace his reality to my life.
 
My deepness, I share it to the persons whom they can
Reach and feel me, appreciate everything I am.
 
My happiness, to experience life to someone dear in my
Heart, in all reality being I am.
 
My distress, to learn and feel human, needing someone
Hand to comfort and give affection in trouble times.
 
My faith, belief and freedom, exalted to look up, stand tall,
Power of words and action carry through, my truthfulness being
I am myself.
 
My courage and weaknesses hold of God in needing time;
Deserving being, point of direction way, sufficient, focus, observe.
The strong heart to face, fulfil each day of life.
 
My colour and attitude mix all together, level in proper direction.
The beatitude of self-incline given refreshing ideas to others,
Emotion, feeling goes together in unity for any purposes of life.
 
My love and devotion, to proclaim the highest standard of my
Being, receiving and giving to someone worthy of.
 
My goal and direction, to love and be loved, giving reality of life
Experience, challenge to taste the bitter and sweet flavour of life.
 
And lastly, my existence, to share my life to any
Individual passing by in my way road, to touch, reach,
Shows the good things view of our existence through the
Knowledge of God, the creator of the universe.
 
This is my wholeness of being, I am.
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My Companion
 
My intimate associate closely to my heart,
To talk anytime in all the details of my thoughts,
To listen to your words and command, to be humble
Every time uncertain.
 
My solid foundation, my rock and my salvation,
Glory to you God, hosanna, hosanna, hosanna in the highest!
Personal love you given me.
 
You lift me up, given me pleasure to swing to your arms,
Hymn praises to you, surrounded by blue ocean with pure
White clouds, beautiful indeed!
 
You secure me to the hostile world I am moving and
Hold me to your hands never been shaken by anything.
 
My deliverance, my hope, my success and my happiness
Wholly lean on in JESUS name.
 
© Jocelyn Dunbar
1 May 2006
4: 32 PM
 
Jocelyn Dunbar
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My Freedom
 
My freedom of soul moving, fly to the air,
Sound mind, ease thoughts.
 
My freedom of body to move
And go to the way direction.
 
My freedom to think, views, enhance being to smile
Inside heart with goodness sight of thoughts.
 
My freedom to laugh that gives glittering in the eyes
Sprinkle like star in the night open to view happiness in mind.
 
My freedom to be alone in silence to talk inside self
Asking the divine guidance of the spirit in heart.
 
My freedom to look up, whisper words in heaven,
To look down, to see what is important.
 
My freedom to be with myself enjoying my coffee to drink,
My pen to write in notebook a words for all who want to
Read my composition.
 
My freedom to honour God in his glory
'Till eternity.
 
© Jocelyn Dunbar
5 May 2006
10: 05 PM
 
Jocelyn Dunbar
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My God, How Am I Supposed To Live Without You
 
My heart, mind, thoughts, emotion, feeling, sense,
Sight and distance,  will speak...
 
In any the same things day by day in life, in the past,
From the present and from then on, doing, acting, works,
Ideas, responsibilities, and dealing with many
Different things around, circumstances in a
Way, struggle, troubles in life.
 
How am I supposed to live with purpose and meaning,
Holding life in any situation? How am I supposed to live with it?
To value life in many activities in a different situation;
Difficulties, problems with powerless action and ideas,
With passion of life day to day in any reason and values
To step further in the middle of nowhere.
 
How am I supposed to live with many pain, sorrow and
Hurt, tension, stress and anxiety,
Where is the courage to take it and move
Forward, I'm human, I'm painted.
 
Thinking of you in my life, talking to you
And being a father in heaven watching me here on earth.
What a marvellous fantastic reason that you are here in my life,
I close my eyes and found myself at rest in you I never been alone.
People take my peace away but you bring it back to me,
Somehow...Oh God... someday... I will be free again to take
Me in a real journey of my life.
 
The finest hour, the finest moment to shine
And shout to say, &quot;THANK YOU &quot;.
How am I supposed to live without you God?
I don't know... I even don't know.
But rather to holding on to you.
 
© Jocelyn Dunbar
19 July 2007
8: 25 PM
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My Life I Give Unto You
 
In the sunny and coldness of life,
In happiness and sadness,
In trials and suffering.
 
In the highest passion of my heart,
In the nurturing spirit I have,
In silence and tiredness of life.
 
In all memories from beyond,
In the present and in the future I have,
To the wind blows high, the blue sky and
The sun shining up above.
 
In the quiet time sitting in the chair
Thinking and talking to you, teardrops fall feel
Your love inside my heart.
 
In my thoughts hanging around, to my
Eyes seeing the good view pleasant scene
To my sight, my heart feel the warm of
Your embrace that gives smile in my lips.
 
In all you do in my life, I can't imagine
How you fit and fix. In all I have from here and after
JESUS lives in me.
 
My life I give unto you.
 
© Jocelyn Dunbar
15 June 2006
12: 06 PM
 
Jocelyn Dunbar
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My Love Will See You Through
 
In your hopes and dreams, to your goal and
Desire, to your happiness and love,
My love will see you through...
 
In every pain and sorrows hurt ache of
Emotion, heartache of heart,
My love will see you through...
 
In every storm and calamity, to the injury of
Experience, to adversity of life,
My love will see you through...
 
To the struggle of soul because of sins,
To the uncertain thoughts, to the heart that trouble,
My love will see you through...
 
In the coldness of night, in your loneliness and
In the darkness place you are hiding,
My love will see you through...
 
In silence, asking forgiveness, my eyes watching,
My ears listening, my hands is here to hold
And comfort you.
 
In everything, in anything, in everywhere,
I am God to you.
 
And, My love will always see you through.
 
© Jocelyn Dunbar
 
Jocelyn Dunbar
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My Own True Love
 
In a long journey of life by the wave water
Of the sea sailing here and then,
Blow by strong wind and thunder storm,
For my life at last.
 
I finally hold you in my arms that give
Heat of love to comfort and secure.
A song, sweet melody in my heart caress emotion,
Shine in my face.
 
Sweet kisses of your lip to my lips that tickles my
Body to move my fashion here by my side.
 
I never let you go, I hold you in my arms forever.
I thank the Lord He given me to you.
 
Oh! I love you so.
 
© Jocelyn Dunbar
19 March 2005
11: 29 AM
 
Jocelyn Dunbar
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Old In Sin
 
An old era of sins in life,
Cripple state of human nature,
Self desire of one individual
Engage to sinful activities.
 
The mind thinking in thoughts
Moving in the body to act,
To respond and give the privilege to do
Things in the period of time life.
 
Every sinful deeds disfigure the
Wholeness of being, it shows from
The inside and outside self of one
Individual influence by the attitude
And character out of control.
 
Evil weed identified to the works
And actions, uses in the way condition of life.
 
© Jocelyn Dunbar
10 April 2006
 
Jocelyn Dunbar
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Only A Journey
 
A trip of life in every step of event
Experience details representation of time.
 
A time of life passage of happening
From point to point in experience.
 
People, places, things, associate
Excessive action to take it as a
Journey passage way.
 
Time, money, effort put together,
Thoughts, emotion, feeling, hurt, pain,
Struggle, discouraging, regrets.
 
Look around, it's only a journey to experience,
Event to pass on to reach the real location journey.
 
© Jocelyn Dunbar
4 August 2006
4: 50 PM
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Pagod Na Puso (Weary Heart)
 
Tila bagang namamatay ang lalim na rurok
Nang sarili sa pagod nang buhay dahil narin sa mga
Piniling gawin kahit mali, nagsisisi, pero nawala na ang
Magagandang pagkakataon upang mabago ang landas nang buhay.
Mahirap bumangon pang walang tumutulong at
Sumusuporta sa isang tao, nakakapagod ang mabuhay.
 
Napagod ang puso sa hirap nang buhay
Dahil na rin sa hibang na pagkatao at kahinaan sa sarili.
 
Ang buhay ay isang pangako na may kalakip na kaganapan sa
Tamang lugar nang buhay, isang munting paraiso na dapat
Pahalagahan at ingatan, samantalahing gamitin sa mabuting landasin.
 
Pagod ang puso dahil na rin sa kahibangan at mga piniling tao
Na nakasama sa buhay, nawaldas ang sarili.
Ang mga biyayang minsan lang dumating na dapat sana'y
Pinahalagahan at ginamit sa mabuti, at pinagsikapang lumago ang biyaya na
Bigay nang tadhana sa mabuting pagkakataon.
Ang Diyos umalalay sa tao kapag ang tinutunguhan na landas ay
Kagandahan, di sa kung ano ang gusto mo lang gawin.
Nawawala ang biyaya dahil sa di iyon ang kalooban niya sa tao.
 
Pagod at umiiyak na puso saan ka lulugar?
 
Ihiga ang sarili sa Diyos at magpalinis, humingi nang awa at ituwid
Ang sarili at magbago. Muling bumangon sa sarili mga
Hakbangin na ang gabay ay Diyos. Ito'y masalimuot ngunit kailangan
Magpakatatag sa sarili at pagsikapan muling mabuhay sa tamang landas.
 
© Jocelyn Dunbar
14 July
2: 35 AM
 
Jocelyn Dunbar
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Passing By The Wind
 
The distance between the two individual
Moving towards into life. The everyday responsibility
To one another in time of being there with someone.
 
The heart emotion uses by the words they speak,
The responses of thoughts follow by feeling in the
Knowledge of the mind being there at the moment time.
 
The two individual open to the opportunity to excel their effort
To go along with, the passing moment to someone to
Treasure every minute of time to the one connected
By their emotion.
 
© Jocelyn Dunbar
5 March 2003
10: 00 AM
 
Jocelyn Dunbar
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Peaceful Life
 
The strength of the mind that brings
Cleanses to our soul. A complete and
Successful aspect of life, to be content
Of what we have for life and be satisfy.
 
Genuine happiness is within us, calm,
Quiet of the thoughts and emotion.
The power to imagine things without
Reasonable doubt, because the confident is
Within ourselves. The positive action clean
Motive of doing every direction proven the action,
We achieve, we get what we deserve.
 
A peaceful mind, peaceful heart generate
Power of becoming who we are and where
We are going. To be peace in God and to
Our self is a great achievement.
To link in the world materially is only temporary
The world is full of lies, foolish substance spread everywhere.
 
Always remind ourselves that all thing in here
Will banish even life we have right now.
To live in peace is more enjoying, we can
Smile deep within our soul to views thoughts in mind
With the peaceful feeling in the heart.
To love life in a simple way, enjoying it with good things.
 
&quot; Peace I leave to you, my peace I gave unto you &quot;. Says the Lord.
 
© Jocelyn Dunbar
June 2000
 
Jocelyn Dunbar
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People Changing Me (Testimony)
 
I travel wide in unwinding journey with people I belong to, family,
Relatives, friends, and people who passed by in the circle of life.
 
With all experience, the attitude, character, life styles, culture,
Views of the people I related to in their own difference perspective in life
The people like family that I belong, struggle, pain, adversity
of life the upbringing, attitude and character the way they look at life.
I gave my share, my everything to this family but they buried me from pain,
Putting me down and rolled my being. I've learned a lot from them,
I saw they real being, I cannot trust.
 
Being a woman, I suffered for the thing I cannot handle alone.
People like my relatives open the help and support me in the way.
As I go on to this journey the door of opportunity came along to earn from life.
I gave and help in return. Things changing, the way they want from me
They become greedy in money. I ran away from them, people like them cannot
content.
 
A friend so dear and go for life share a lot from inside and outside of being
Giving hope to the heart despair, moving with pain, sorrow, hurt in a
Different struggle we experience. In time of race battle in life,
Everything's change in many different reasons. I let go this person,
For her to learn something, realizing the details of friendship.
 
The wonderful and beautiful person that connect to me Oh!
how good this person who accept me and my daughter helping me
Without asking in return. She loved us, taking good care of my
Daughter and comforting us in times of stormy weather of life.
She pushes me to go forward whatever it is, to walk and be brave,
Win the battle of life. She passed away with a smile in her face
Because, she knew, she has done a great effort to my life, given me a
A beautiful love. I treasure this special person in my heart.
 
A person, my partner in life that brought me joy and happiness,
Hope to survive. He help me, gave the best he can to support me
Being I am single mother of two kids. We succeed in
Everything we do, we share, we work to accomplished one
Big thing in life. What amazing miracle in the midst of struggle
The blessing appear like splash of the wave in the ocean.
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We win the victory of life. Suddenly, he met a woman that change
His being and threw the good things of himself. His attitude from
Life change from nowhere, depending to return the good help he has
Done to me. He became crook, possessive for money I saw the real
Of his motives, I let him do his own. I will never permit anybody to
Abuse me again in life.
 
 
Now, in my present life I marry a man who had bad experience in life like me.
A man who live in century, an old fashion man. He's views and perspective
Is from his past, the way he look and live life is old ways. What a shocking
experience
I had in my life. I had a very hard time to live with this man. Every day he is
sitting in the Computer 24 hours a day with his fantasy world. He stock with his
pain, sorrow, hurt in
Many category of experience. He had a lot of his skeleton in his closet looking,
staring Again and again. I am working for this man to change his life styles for
beauty and more Productive to live happy in the way life.
 
I have also a past life more than he had experience, from beneath my sense
Up to the inner being I have, from inside and outside of life experience
Without everything, holding my two kids in the storm, in the cold weather,
In the dessert, in the war of life without nothing at all. From pain, sorrow,
Hurt that I can feel in the midst of everything, to the body, to my mind, to my
thoughts,
To the whole being I am. Words cannot express the details of pain in my heart.
So I look up to God and let go, he show me the way. I have only
One life to consider to live every day to the best things I can.
I always look at in all different stages of life experience, to deal with it.
Experience teaches us to become more aware, more mature,
To stand up. We are responsible to our life destiny. It is in our hands,
In our choices, in our perspective and views, in our action. It is our duty
To ourselves to take good care of our lives.
 
In all this, I am learning every day, I am growing, I became more stronger,
More open, more mature. In all I had now, is the power of faith, power to
Look up to say a prayer, to believe. People through my experience changing me,
Not being who I am.
 
&quot; God grant me the serenity to accept the things I cannot ever change,
But courage to change the things I can and the wisdom to know the different.'
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Positive Instinct
 
An active confident behaviour
Power comes from insight,
Aware working mind.
 
A natural aptitude to the way
Knowledge of inner self that
Views perception thoughts.
 
Intuitive level of conscious reasoning
Power move action influence sight.
 
© Jocelyn Dunbar
24 August 2006
5: 27 PM
 
Jocelyn Dunbar
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Prayer
 
Talking, communion, releasing,
Fellowshipping, worshipping
 
A freedom of soul; senses, heart,
Emotion, feeling, mind, to breathe
Into his presence of silence.
 
&quot; Honouring God the father &quot;.
 
To quite our thoughts and motives
To feel and think, to ask favour,
Forgiveness, request, guidance,
And blessing.
 
To in tune to the highest excellence
Of God, to surrender to his majesty.
To trust, to believe.
 
Prayer... a words to connect our
Innermost being to the father
Almighty in heaven.
 
To whisper words in prayer.
 
© Jocelyn Dunbar
8 July 2006
5: 50 PM
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Precious Feeling
 
It begins to my heart, the scent
Of my emotion. The thoughts
Coming to my mind, the silence of time,
The passion of things given,
The magic of touch of one individual like me
Toward one individual like you,
Meeting in distance.
 
The feeling start to grow deep within
Me, somewhere; open, free, complete.
Love is in the air flowing into the deep
Intense of my soul through my emotion.
It is beautiful nothing can't compare
With it. Amazingly done by emotion
Feel inside the heart.
 
The intensity of my emotion formed to
The sense being, given me inspiration to
Build me up and go through the journey.
It is a wonderful feeling that I felt
To someone individual.
 
Love moves given us worth to live and love will keeps
Us alive this is I believed.
 
© Jocelyn Dunbar
 
Jocelyn Dunbar
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Pride
 
The inside contempt mind of oneself,
Stubborn proud personality without reasoning in views.
 
The pride incurs, lost self, lost love and respect.
It damage the relationship, the opportunity of life
And people in the way. It loses sound mind of
Knowledge, being rude, lost direction, luck banishes,
Time and energy gone nothing to accomplish.
 
It corrupt the happiness, quilt appear working in mind,
Lost self-respect. Pride is like a cancer that needs to be cure,
To gain the heart of wisdom.
Humbleness, self-slow in anger wins oneself and others.
 
Do not waste the trust of people and in oneself, life
To be transparent in giving and accepting.
 
Life is a journey to be mature, to live forward by
It best understood backward.
 
© Jocelyn Dunbar
20 May 2006
6: 33 AM
 
Jocelyn Dunbar
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Punishment
 
All things done by a serious
Offense in life, repeatedly;
Moving, going, taking any direction.
 
The experience moving forward
Chances added things not accomplish
Shattered painful event.
 
Quilt always appear in any situation,
Regrets, neglect to the way condition of life.
Searching but never looking to the
Right track uncontrolled destiny;
Fail, defame, loss self.
 
Irritated in self, don't know how to
Balance, rather, accepting things in out condition,
 
Never gain self-accomplishment
Nowhere to go.
Re-attribute penalty in all areas of lives
Because of improper use, silly human being.
 
© Jocelyn Dunbar
17 July 2006
12: 45 PM
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Queen Of Lies
 
The true personality of evil one,
Her motives and intentions are evil,
Just for her own needs.
She used a person and deceived him
Just to get what she want. She victimized a
Person for her own selfish ambition.
 
She is fearless of telling lies proud of doing evil.
She is trouble maker, arrogant.
She had a strong image to explore her lies to everyone,
She is proud of what she been doing.
She destroy people ruin their lives just to please herself.
Her intention to others is to control and use them.
She works hard to use others, to grab their wealth
To her own evil motive and desire.
 
She is a woman of many jealousies, discontented to her life
Always want to compete others just to feel good.
People knows what she been doing,
People knows her dirty story.
 
The queen of lies, the child of the devil
Will someday destroy by GOD in heaven.
 
© Jocelyn Dunbar
23 June 2011
8: 17 PM
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Rainbow After The Rain
 
In hard times painted of hurt,
Frustration of life, discouraging
Experience and people around,
 
Life with full of adversity, struggles
Everywhere encounter, never ending
Passage of different stages of life battle.
 
Tears falling like rain, can't dried it
With affection, can't pamper with love,
The hurt deep as an ocean blow up like angry wave.
 
How long it goes in life?
 
Every dessert of life has something can't
Explain but there's a beauty in it,
Every side of things has an opposite;
 
Happiness to sadness, hate to love,
Hardship to enjoyable life, in this we
Have life to hope for and believe that we
Someday in time, we experience the life of
Good things and pleasurable day of time in life.
 
The rainbow after the rain of life.
 
© Jocelyn Dunbar
21 June 2006
11: 25 AM
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Raindrops In The Eyes
 
The water falling appear in the eyes control by emotion
Comes from inside feeling. The mind and the heart
Meet in distance bring up the emotion to yield the
Sentimental condition of the person. The heart follow by
Feeling hurt, continually moving in the emotion, heart grieving.
 
The whole body collapse, there's no energy to move.
The water of the eyes is running very fast. The shadow of
Thoughts connect to the heart that murmur that goes on... goes by...
The heartache feels deep, the mind cannot reach
The details of beings severely hold the pain inside emotion.
 
Anxiety participate to the troublesome of thing each day,
Intentionally drowning to the inner self of the person.
The eye drops keeps falling, swiftly drops over and over,
Freely run so fast, feeling restless and tired.
 
It takes letting go, let go this time
Until it dried up by God. Life continue carry on
By God the father almighty that moves in distance way.
 
© Jocelyn Dunbar
 
Jocelyn Dunbar
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Real Love
 
In a long journey from distance, time and place
Up to the details event of life, from the moment,
From experience, from point to point in excessive
Happening in a long journey.
 
It takes courage to follow your heart;
It takes discipline to see it, it takes action to pursue it,
It takes to believe to obtain it.
 
Every hard work gets result, and every opportunity had something
To figure out, to hope for in life.
 
Sincere desire can give you direction,
Intelligent heart knows the power of love.
 
The destiny moves according to its own way,
Real love destine by the power itself.
 
© Jocelyn Dunbar
12 September 2010
4: 00 PM
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Real You
 
A nature of true self,
Establish by own character,
Person of interest, Color and Shape.
 
The true self that shows
Inmost sight, foundation of
Good and moral value, giving away.
 
The unique genuine inward of
A person that stand in any
Angle, level being.
 
Bad and good confer in
Time moment scene.
 
The self right to stand in time,
Motives shows the real you.
 
© Jocelyn Dunbar
24 February 2006
2: 28 PM
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Reflection
 
The ray of words become light,
Bread to those who are hungry,
Water to those in thirst,
Peace to those in weary.
 
The power acting of mind heart emend,
Gives ration to the spirit to work and be unite,
Intervene to a perfect freedom of soul.
 
A mirror to polish the surface of being,
Response to renew faith,
To bend the knees and pray,
To swallow the pride.
 
A time to wash and clean,
In words, deeds and action.
 
To spread wings and fly up to the sky,
To breathe the freshness of the air,
To open view the freedom of mind,
 
To magnify the spirit of heart,
To sing emotion with praise
And dance with goodness,
To the Lord of host.
 
Today, commit your day
To the author of the universe,
And rest.
 
© Jocelyn Dunbar
9 April 2006
6: 45 AM
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Refreshment
 
An invitation to revive
To the heavy labor of life.
 
A time to sit down and relax,
Drink the water of well that never thirst,
 
The soul to be silence,
The body to be rested to
Deal in God to be cleans.
 
The mind to feed in God's words
To inhale the beauty it brings.
 
The thoughts to exhale the
fragrance of goodwill.
 
Over-joy the spirit to swing free
Lighted in the light of God,
Gazing the serenity of love
That flow in the midst of oneself.
 
Glory and honor and power
The love of God exalted.
 
© Jocelyn Dunbar
10 May 2006
8: 50 PM
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Resist The Devil
 
A performance of the demon,
Deception force of temptation
To invite one particular individual
To do evil.
 
Evil poison seduce individuals,
Dictate in the mind to act,
To respond, take it as a lovely
Pleasure of things and enjoyable to do.
 
He came to the world to destroy,
Resist the devil and he flee to you,
Rebuke every words he declares in
The mind to moves you.
 
Be gentle to the wholeness of your being,
For whatever circumstances of life
For the time it is difficult to take,
Be diligent to the one greatest of all things.
Be peace with God, hope in him,
He will protect and keep you safe.
 
God will destroy what the devil has done.
 
© Jocelyn Dunbar
13 April 2006
5: 45 AM
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Restful Spirit
 
My peaceful self, my quiet moment.
The freedom of my soul.
 
The sound of the wind brings sweet melody
And the cool breeze gives peace to my thoughts.
It embracing to the continent of my mind
Surrendering  the silence of time.
 
My freedom, my free spirit, my beautiful self.
The peace, the beauty, the essence,
The freshness of the day so peaceful, so beautiful.
 
I had everything; everything that I need for,
That money cannot give, cannot replace, cannot compare.
 
The beatitude of peace inside me.
I rest myself in Jesus, My savior.
 
© Jocelyn Dunbar
29 January 2016
2: 30 PM
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Salvation
 
It is free for all to receive
An invitation of God to all sinner's
 
Cast out all your sin's to God
Asking forgiveness.
Accept God as Lord and Savior of life
 
Make peace to God
Every tongue confess
Every knee shall bow
That JESUS is Lord to the glory
Of God the father.
 
JESUS the son of God
Receive the crown of glory
The JOY of Salvation
 
TODAY!
 
© Jocelyn Dunbar
12 May 2006
8: 47 PM
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Sense Of Self
 
The main part of who you are to the wholesome
Of yourself and to the world you are moving.
 
It is your inner sensitivity of your nature
Structure of who you are.
 
Do not neglect it, nourish it with your love.
Do not anyone abuse it, to dictate what you can do or not.
Do not anyone use it, to follow what they want
That they think it is good for you.
Do not ignore it, feed it with your kindness in the heart.
 
Show to anyone your sense and meaning, your own abilities,
Intelligence, technic, awareness, nature, effect and substance.
 
Speak up, let them hear what inside you
And do things what best for you.
 
Challenge yourself to whatever happen. Focus; reach your goal.
Challenge people around you by showing them that you have
Something more than they expected.
Do it with humility and with love.
 
The Lord God will fight for you.
Ask God his guidance.
 
Act now!
 
 
© Jocelyn Dunbar
20 July 2017
11: 10 PM
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She
 
She had a good friend for life, teaching her
To move, supporting her for everything.
She had a high pride, bitterness,
Hidden sin, unforeseen proud self.
 
She taking for granted of a gift,
Gift that is not only material things but people
That help her in a way road to survive.
Her views is self centered and blind to
Recognize the realization of life.
 
 
I let her go in my life, for her to learn
To value people in life who help her to grow,
To move, to settle, to support in whatever things
She needs and love her.
Loving her and caring for her is a waste of time.
She now carry and pulling her own tail.
 
Let see what faith she had to accomplish things
In life, to survive, let see how God moves,
Deals with her, let see the power of God works
For her, let see to prove something for her
Without people who cares around and help.
 
Let see how she can handle life alone in her
Own faith and belief. I let God moves
According to his purpose for her life.
 
 
In the end, She died with the overdose of drugs.
 
Lesson to learned:
When you have a dear friend who loves you,
In whatever storm in life you are experiencing
Recognize their love and give important of their presence.
 
 
© Jocelyn Dunbar
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She Arrived On Time
 
I am longing for someone,
Someone that I can share myself,
Someone that I can be with and be loved,
Someone that who loves me in return,
Someone that I can see the world with her
In many different way and meaning.
 
The heart can feel the deepest
Emotion with someone who loves.
 
Sharing the emotion, caring the heart,
Loving itself with pure heart.
With beauty and trust, with confident
And meaning of a new beginning.
 
I reach the destination of love journey in life,
 
...because she arrived on time.
 
© Jocelyn Dunbar
12 September 2010
1: 45 AM
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Sight Perception
 
A strong scene of vision coming in
The vivid thoughts of the person,
Feel the substance view dynamic senses
The mind goes away, moving direction.
 
The eyes saw the sudden change of position,
Feel the heart of emotion.
 
It gives the freedom of thoughts
To design the true shape of things,
The mind observes to know exactly what it is.
 
The whisper mind act, searching,
Focus on view, sight perceiving;
 
True design color open,
The beautiful things to give
Attention and deal with it.
 
Happiness brought the clear fascinating
Color of things to enjoy the beauty.
 
Amazing feature of thoughts moving in
The mind that gives result, understand
And accept everything around.
 
 
© Jocelyn Dunbar
22 August 2005
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Silence Of Self
 
The clear white blue clouds,
The beauty of each day that inspire me
To live, so many beautiful things,
I can see, I can feel...
 
My mind whisper, whisper...
 
My heart is longing the silence of my mind
To talk to you, to rest myself,
To give freedom to my soul.
 
Its time for healing, its time to free myself.
 
The wisdom of my mind captivate by the spirit
Of God to view the pleasant scene
With grace and beauty  with sense
Of meaning with pure self.
 
Peacefulness of self is found only
In God presence.
 
© Jocelyn Dunbar
14 June 2008
10: 45 PM
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Skeleton Of The Closet
 
The structure event of the past,
The frame work of human relationship,
Arrangement of elements condition beyond
Experience reversing in mind imagination through out scene,
Apparently flow to the sound sense of distance
Recurring in thoughts. The feeling emote empathize
Emotion absorbing in the heart.
 
The day perform action, manners base on beyond,
Always carry through to a life journey.
Unnoticed, The natural occasion dwindle in sight
Opportunity miss the time to flow
To fulfill each day of life.
The tension and anxiety cause
Pain trap by own mental obstruction of the past.
 
The mind absorb the wide distance of things,
Every stages of life are different from the others
To compare the past from the present, here and then.
Life build in having a purpose to look forward
And do things to make productive and happy.
 
We are travelers in an endless world we moving so we also go
Through the journey not looking back but to learn from it,
Not to compare but to drive through.
 
Righteousness and love find life, dignity is transparency.
 
© Jocelyn Dunbar
21 January 2005
9: 40 AM
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Sleeping Giant
 
You have life, live in the past
You embrace, reminiscing again
And again in your thoughts. You love your past
Though it's hurt you.
 
One day in life, you meet someone very
Special individual to teach you and shows goodness
Of your being, your life.
 
She inspired you to go through life but you sleep
From your past and gaze it. For a long time no
Where to go, nothing to build up from life.
 
This very moment the dear someone left you behind
Tiring and confused. All this time you are hopeless,
People laughing, playing around you.
 
You are alone again forever until your life is ending,
No ones who cares truly, full of regrets because of your
Foolishness.
 
Your life is ending, living in the past with sorrows.
 
© Jocelyn Dunbar
2 April 2005
9: 20 AM
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Smile
 
This is the uniqueness of beauty,
Special individual passing by the moment time
To lighten up the day.
The coming joy form in the heart
Expose the details of happiness follow by
Awareness of the energy distance thoughts.
 
The sun rises, to blow the blues away inside feeling.
The rarest unchanging smile who cares watching all the way.
Another open door that can hold on and ready to welcome
Everything ahead. The delightful expression of a person
Spread goodness of things inside heart emotion.
 
The attraction of looks that pleased,
Clean motivation that feels the distance.
The ornament of soul to a person that gives pleasure
To the senses of the mental scene,
Happiness produce to the one connected by it
And the beauty giving grace that goes on and on.
 
A smile can turn a hard stone into clay.
 
 
© Jocelyn Dunbar
24 July 2003
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Someone
 
Cherish and appreciate someone in your life
That brought you happiness and a new beginning.
Because it will never be the same again
If you lose her.
 
Our attitude and action had a big impact
To change people around us,
So don't wonder if this someone will
Disappear in front of you.
 
Unfaithful someone don't deserve
A beautiful companion.
 
© Jocelyn Dunbar
3 July 2015
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Someone You
 
One important person had a vision feel in
The heart that gives scent of  sweetness of emotion
The kiss that caress the sensation
The touch of love bond the deepest emotion
The magic touch of feeling that tickle in the
Emotion goes along in the senses being.
 
A pure emotion loyalty and steadiness of one in love
The thoughts moving to the heart being uncontrolled
By emotion reveal the hidden aspect show by
Affection fashionable to the one special you
That filled with so much love by you.
Love giving reality to those who believe,
love is all that matters faithful and forever.
 
The harmony continue nourished by someone you
Transformed in the heart that keeps stronger everyday
The sun come shinning through the day and night
Filled with so much love by you.
Imagination create vision, happy ending story of love
That giving me inspiration so much more secure my dear.
The wings of love moves forever together will be with you,
Forever is not enough for me to love you so.
 
 
© Jocelyn Dunbar
24  November 2003
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Spirit Of God
 
Awesome in the wholesome of the spirit in beauty,
Beauty that can't describe in many words.
 
The blue skies, flowers bloom in seasons,
Trees that lives in years, people, things, places.
Experience; life that everyone had to enjoy and use it
Whatever they choose to.
 
God choose the heart of human to live in it but human keep
Refusing his divine power to engage with him.
 
Instead the spirit of God move to those who are willing
And able to connect with him to his instructions and corrections.
 
He give us his intelligent idea for purposes of his kingdom,
His greatness, his majesty to benefits us to his glory.
 
The knowledge of wisdom of time, the divine spirit of God
Work into asset of our existence.
 
© Jocelyn Dunbar
12 September 2010
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Spiritual Veil
 
The divine incorporeal,
Infinite dimension invisible
Mysterious leading.
 
Wisdom attach to the heart
Of soul in God spirit.
 
Righteousness of faith
Design to be lighted to
Dramatize pure content.
 
The perceptual sight view
Power of the sacred matter
Protection to evil force.
 
The heart of worship,
Fellow-shipping to God to
The fullness of Holy Spirit.
 
The absolute meaningful
Purposes in a certain lifetime.
 
 
© Jocelyn Dunbar
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Sunlight
 
Shine shining bright that gives
Heat to the coldness of life,
Power comes from energy substance of
Space explode in time day, comfort and light.
 
A new day comes giving us privilege to
Face life again, to brighten up,
To have a purpose of existence
To live a better way, to go on,
To inspired to the shadows of light.
 
As the waking morning arrived
Here to view in mind to warm up us again.
And for each passing day ahead day by day
In any purposes and meaning with any experiences
We have for the day that life may bring to
Each journey, the sun light is there
To remind us that always light up
To face it all at once.
 
 
© Jocelyn Dunbar
5 June 2007
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Take Heart
 
In every desert of calamity, in the thunder storm,
Strong wind blows twister of life in pain struggle,
Take heart my friend comfort his has come.
 
To the disturbing mind and heart because of many things,
Your intimate trouble hurt from life he cares about,
Take heart my friend God can overcome.
 
In your frustration, heartache, loss self because of wrong
Motives and direction, he's grace is always there,
Take heart my friend God will direct and lead you.
 
To your sins asking forgiveness he forgives,
He wants you to focus, believe, and have faith,
Trust in him not in your own understanding but in
His own plan and direction, surrender,
Take heart my friend, God will blesses you
With many things you can ever imagine.
 
© Jocelyn Dunbar
7 May 2006
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Tears In Pain
 
Along road of life, from time to time
Chances and changes come and go.
My feeling, emotion financial worry every day,
Love involved divided by time and effort.
 
My pain started to feel inside emotion, tears run out
Like fountain splashing continually blow out all over.
My heart aching from the deep of emotion, mind thinking
Thoughts asking question. &quot;Why life is like this even though
You don't want it to happen &quot;, why God permit all things
And never finish, for good things?
 
Tears has no ending every event added pain,
Heart emotion disappears, destroy by the way experience of life.
How long it will be victorious and taste the complete
Happiness of everything perfectly?
 
My hope is in the Lord, He will sustain me in the
Right track of life perfect journey, my true destiny.
 
© Jocelyn Dunbar
30 March 2006
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Temptation
 
'Blessed is the man that endureth temptation
For when he is tried, he shall receive
The crown of life that God has promised to
Them that love him'.
 
Temptation doesn't come from God, in bible verse 
'James 1: 13-15, 'Let no man say when he is tempted.
I am tempted of God, for God cannot be tempted with evil,
Neither tempted he any man. But every man is tempted
Then he is drawn away of his own lust and enticed.
Then when lust hath conceived, it is bringeth forth sin,
And sin when it is finished bringeth forth death'.
 
Temptation begins with a thought,
Thought gives birth to an action,
Action gives birth to habits once it is exercise
Habits makes your character and character
Becomes you as a person. Temptation is a matter
Of habits, sins may also a matter of habits
Once it is perform it is bringeth
Forth death, spiritual death and judgement.
 
Temptation can be good, can be bad.
It is opportunity to say no to prove who we are
To ourselves. God given us free will he does
Not violate it, so even the devil doesn't control us,
He had no power over us. Free will is ours once we exercise
That free will either bad or good we choose, it is opportunity
To win or lose, to a victory or to death.
 
Once you endureth temptation the fruits of personal development
Appear with power, perseverance, maturity and completeness.
The gift of joy that comes from God bringeth forth to men
with wisdom and abundance.
 
The God who is above all thing will
Deliver us from the lies of evil.
 
© Jocelyn Dunbar
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Thank You God
 
My heart is filled with delight, you shower everything in my life,
To experience every event in a different stages, colour duties of life,
To make me known the purpose of life existence here in the world.
 
The painful struggle, the harmful hurt deep pain,
You let me feel and experience, worse as it is.
You let me know the effect of all the difference in all these things.
 
Oh! what a sound of life to be understood by all this?
My concious mind and heart open to express gratitude to
you my Lord, event teaching me to recognize
Life to you, I win the battle, because you are there.
 
I saw your works and action Amazing! wonderful you Oh God.
No time, no space, can't stop me from believing that my heart
feel you through, Thanks to you...
 
The ocean, the mountain, the valley, you reveal your love with
Goodness to your creation, teaching me to love, given me
my direction, I humble myself to you, capture the wholeness of me.
 
No hurt ache, no heartache, no pain, no mistake, we will put it together.
 
Thanks to you... My Lord.
 
Jocelyn Dunbar
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The Anchor Of Life
 
One of the biggest factor to pursue life
In order to grow to become. The journey of its day,
Build solid goals, reaching dreams, freedom to endure
Life real destination.
 
Faith, belief, hope, love, beauty, courage leading
To the right track of everyday decision. Faith encourage
To believe, to make believe to exist the existence
Of things require in the present moment.
The idea in the mind with strong desire with good
Motive of doing and acting to do it.
 
Faith moves dynamically produce real thing to life
Boost the existing event to the right proper way of
Its existence. Delightful event enjoying to the strong
Sense of life freedom to explore goodness with
Laughter and honest self to the one who created life itself.
 
© Jocelyn Dunbar
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The Beauty Of A Lifetime
 
This is the wholeness of beauty,
To give us the full real meaning of
Being, to develop our deepest self,
To intercede on things, to look
Forward base to our own abilities
And qualities to live life in a different
Degree, angle, time, experiences.
The attitude toward beauty, happiness,
Contentment to whatever level of life.
 
The greatest state of qualities of
Physical and mental period of our being.
The condition of self-dealing in life,
Action, performance, records, duration.
Stages to pursuing such goodness,
To harvest our deeds from time to time.
The perfect figure to take as a pattern to
Match the insight function of oneself
That move to dynamic way of life.
 
The essential part of life to experience
And savor the highest existing of being.
The work of art, the master piece, only
The wise move things to hold constantly,
Firmly and surely, to the better destination.
To fulfill our duty, to growth as individual,
To a long wide duration of a lifetime destiny.
 
© Jocelyn Dunbar
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The Beauty Of The Heart
 
It comes from the innermost part of a person,
Characterized by beauty that gives pleasure to the
Senses of the mind. The central qualities of one
Individual that feels, circulate in the emotion
To establish the rhythm of the heart.
 
A single stoke to blow the series of goodness, purity,
Gladness and clean motivation of the heart.
A free and wide, delightful sense of the mental mood of
The person, cleanliness of the body, mind, and spirit,
To execute the good things to any particular individual.
 
An excellence qualities remark by pleasing
Appearance of one individual connect to the person involved.
Virtue to explore kindness that bring goodwill to people.
A cheerful consent willing to give to others.
 
The power to win oneself.
 
 
© Jocelyn Dunbar
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The Bed Room Eyes
 
This is the thrilling sensation,
Tickles the in mind grounded to the body,
Space occupied by the period of time of two
Individual staring eye to eye, lips bit,
The tongue flirting, body act, physical
Sensation feel in, perceiving breath in and out.
The body language pause sensation flow rapidly,
The touch of hands working so slowly to the body,
Natural aptitude goes on, caressing passionately,
Love to combine the desire of emotion.
 
The moment to hold every essence of it,
The smell of the body together.
The words utter softly 'I love you' the breathe goes away,
Really feel love to share for many reason.
The kiss, lip to lips with full meaning of emotion
To give trust to each other and believe all over.
True love that met, participation of time and destiny.
'I found my treasure in you, to love you more each day
And spend my life with you'.
 
The body unite closely, caress emotion
The arms moves so hot the sensation hear
Every breath of whisper make so excited sexually,
Tickling every part of it, grounded all over,
It will come out the climax drive away
it is beautiful to reach the highest orgasm.
 
Making love to each other is the desire of two
Individual to experience the wonderful
Meaning of love in life, a gift to savor,
To taste the flavor of love. A love to last.
 
The covenant between husband and wife.
 
 
© Jocelyn Dunbar
25 December 2004
8: 40 PM
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The Bible
 
The words of God, the evidence of his existence, His magnificent,
His excellency, His assurance, His promises, His forgiveness.
 
Our existence, our history from the past up to the present time.
And our future prosperity from the here and now.
 
Our light, our guide and instructions, our foundation to faith,
To believe. Our purpose, our salvation, our joy and songs, our hopes.
 
The beauty of God his characteristics, his love, his wisdom.
The words became flesh for him to be with us to experience
His presence, his greatness. His wonders and miracles declares
His amazing love to us.
 
The awe of God is remarkable, his promises fulfilled,
His command obeyed, his glory's everlasting.
 
The bible demonstrates God's glory to the world
To keep us safe and secure in the bond of his love.
 
© Jocelyn Dunbar
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The Choices And Changes
 
Life build with so many details
of happenings, the life itself
continue to grow, to move,
moment of life begins to
the time being, amazingly done
by the one created of life.
We move to the direction we make,
the choices and changes in life.
 
Every body has a life road,
the opportunity of choosing.
The choices we make depend
on the changes we take.
But things can be done, if we are
willing to work with it.
The illusion of mind connected
with vision. Time passing by,
they move to the fullest stage of
substance composed by action.
 
The opportunity build in time often
by significance event of vitality
considered of survival living the earth.
This opponet of life details contain
the happening passing through
life fashioned linger in, the appering
of moment in life building of
occurence things composed of
choices and changes in life.
 
Jocelyn Dunbar
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The Comfort Zone
 
The hiding place of being,
the latitude of soul
to the presence of God.
 
The trouble of lives that experience,
vexation of spirit, relation of emotion
through pain, disturbance of problems
through the mind.
 
Time
 
Encircle of God holiness,
to set free, feeding soul,
pamper the spirit emotion.
 
Incense, praises, and psalm
to the wholeness being; holy water
flow springle spread on all over.
 
Adoration of the heart to be with him.
 
The comforter, the protector,
the secure room to rest, to set
free from the darkness of the world.
 
God delivered, triumph over all.
 
Jocelyn Dunbar
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The Crucifixion Of Life
 
The life struggle, adversity, sorrow,
pain, broken life, hurt, heartache,
wounds, diseases, anxiety;
 
people that gives trouble, our burden;
things that we wanted to have,
desperation;
 
these are the cause of everyday
to carry our everything in life,
 
our aching, weary, tears that flowing,
moving, experiencing to the system we
have day by day, in some other way,
smiles, laugthers, beauty that we have
inside inspite of difficult condition.
 
Ohhh! ! ! the expression of our every
breathe that we inhale and exhale.
 
our mind that cry when we are in the
midst of pain, our thoughts that smile
when we experience beauty things.
 
every steps of the way distance to
distance, walking in the long road
journey carry the cross, we feel
every bit of affliction so much,
so deep;
 
I cannot imagine or express how hard
it is in the journey of life.
 
We given wings to fly over and all,
the faith that moves us, belief that
we can, hope to hold on to;
 
we are not permanent in this world
soon we go, all things that we suffer
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for life is the fundamental experience
to others, the next generation.
 
the peace and beauty that we are
longing for in silence atlast it
restful place.
 
Copyright (c)   Jocelyn Dunbar
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The Dream
 
The program of the thoughts
occuring during sleep,
vision of the mind, fantasies indulge,
daydream in action, event arrange in order
to connect by being reign someway.
The degree of unconcious mind,
the condition of the inner self.
 
The intensity of the person,
being invent create by imagination.
The space and unit of the mental concerned
with regards to the series of thoughts.
The higher motivation of the mind
to take caution, dream has meaning,
has a purpose.
 
The things intends to value the
implication of the hidden desired
dealing with vision through imagination
thoughts affording to marvel the extra
ordinary scene presented by dreams.
The power of the mind, appearance
of the mental picture in distance,
space and time, the illusion of
the thoughts. The power of brilliant
mental unit of the mind.
 
Jocelyn Dunbar
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The Epitome Of A Woman
 
The female of human race, refine part.
The characteristic of a woman,
She had a deep view of herself having
A great value of her whole body,
Symbolize her pure typical class
Represented by her attitude being a woman.
Her boldness being a woman cover with
Instinctive manner that consist the
Highly fundamental biological of being
Distinct kind created form by the
Hands of God.
 
The pure knowledge of God transformed
In her distinctive character that shows the
Different aspect of her passion. The affection
She gave create an open view of her image
To behold such manner of showing, giving the
High standard of herself. She implement the
Important of her existence being individual
Created by God.
 
The characteristic design of her personality
Being feminine and demure through her
Knowledge and wisdom given by natural
Ability to do and overcome her weaknesses
Being a woman. The range of her attitude knack
The deepest value of her being. She move
For whatever may come and go to the
Broad knowledge direction of her existence.
 
Jocelyn Dunbar
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The Eye Far Sight
 
The power of distance seeing
join by the mind. The eye reflected
by something focus in time.
The strong sensation scene feel
the heart in a particular point
of sight. A glance of the heed
filled with wonder coming into
view of one extra individual, things
that happen in time moment.
A vision of the mind approaching
to the scene seeing by the eye vivid
picture of a person. The intellectual
view that distinguish the character
of thoughts manifest into part of
experiences and transformed into
mind reality, like the flash of the wind.
 
The third scene of vision,
worth seeing. An inward condition
of a person, ability to see more distance
of things. The intelligence mind move
into dynamic reflection of light
blowing by air substance. It has a
force of energy comes from ray
motion in mind to give something
far behind point. Power form notion
existing only in thoughts scene creative
mind, a quick thinking that has an
essence of sense that gives reality of the
coming incident in life moving, drive along
way distance. It has a solid strong scene
coming into view of a person involve.
 
The scene distance directive knowledge
consist of power comes from senses view
perform in the highest degree of a person,
duration mark by time reveal to the
point level of the scene existence.
Imagination create vision to the substantial
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element of details coming in mind that
only few people allow God to dominate
this kind of power. A vision, the ability
to see scene and view to the knowledge
of thoughts, aiming far distance of things
somewhere in mind. It is conceive by
the spirit of God that move to the
person with the highest degree of sight
through faith, concerning all the level of life.
God acknowledge this through
his power and in his highest authority.
 
Jocelyn Dunbar
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The Eye Of The Mind
 
Subconscious of thoughts power to stimulate the distance and time in scene that
moves in a distinct dimension.
 
Strong vision that manipulate in view ways moving in sight.
 
Twilight of seing flying in the vivid dimension of distance forming in an unsual
event in a dwelling place of thougths, relaxing from the very deep horizon
moment of the mind.
 
Its time to decide the mind through thoughts to the ideas that demand, events
drawn upon in distance in what things is going to happen, the passion of
thougths through mind multiply in a series events to act in a certain level of
things, mind speak through the silence of thoughts.
 
Happy thougths makes happy mind, it is working together in distance, it is
always together in unity in good and right way so the quilt won't blow out them
together.
 
The thougths of the mind survive manufacture to choose the right way with song,
with purpose, with meaning. The eye of mind smile with wisdom that God allow
them to work in right perfect way.
 
Copyright (c)   Jocelyn Dunbar
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The Eyes
 
The reflection of light, the mirror of soul,
energy comes from the mental view.
The vivid picture of a person, the scene
of passion given by air sibstance.
The wisdom of soul, the shadow of
beauty closely to the time given moment
forming the capacity of the mind imagination.
 
The feeling carry by the aptitude power,
the spiritual part that speak the truth
of emotion, the tenderness of words to view
ones ability to something special condition.
The passion of affection, the magical moment,
the feeling follow by heart that linger in the
mind emotion.
 
The obssesion of scene coming, made by
the charm connecting the distance sound mind.
The feeling beneath the details that manifest
through emotion, words of love comes from the heart.
The imaginative heed motivated by the idea
of the mental mode of one particular individual
who has a power to dominate the inside things
of a person involved.
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The Face
 
It represent the looks, expression
presented by value. The innermost
shows into the outerself of a person.
The beauty comes from within.
The sweet sensation of happiness
and distress touching the heart a
nd emotion, kindness produce by it.
The right quality of one individual.
The real view of oneself.
 
The overwhelming of beauty open
to the opportunity to create the
positive outlook. The big potential
to win one individual that moves
the distance between the range
of oneself. The aspect of a certain
event of life. open to reveal glory
of the whole being. The dignity of
oneself carry by character that
attracts attention, the whole
form of one individual.
 
The reality known by the moment
to feel what they feeling.
The magic of time takes place
comes naturally that gives pleasure
to the senses of the mind.
The moral strength that gives
reputation that appear the velocity
of one individual. The true self that
can put into any part of everything.
The strong hopes that can see to
take care of itself.
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The Faithful Servant
 
The gentleness of her being tempt by Satan eyes
The enemy of God. Satan appeals brought out
The worst in her life. In her gentleness, merciful and
Purity thrown into misery. Life unfolding test by
The painful experience, seasons of suffering.
 
She had a beautiful and wonderful spirit, unaware
By the system of her journey. She had a great soul
Thrown into confusion. Lost, confuse and damage.
Fears linger in her soul. The body, mind and spirit
Shattered by hurt, painful, abandoned by affection.
Tears running so deep, eyes black and blue,
Body weak, oppressed.
 
She wondered and confused, cold and bitten.
The coldness of her life uncontrollable.
The hurt of her emotion, the feeling of abused, depressed.
The memory of the past remained unchained.
In God mercy she was given a strong courage to fulfill his calling.
 
In the passing time of her life God brought out the best of herself.
She accomplished without hesitation and complain.
God restore her being and her faith. She won the battles
And brought out the best to a person she committed with.
God in glory receiving and declaring the victory to a lost soul.
 
Her greatest strength is her purity, unselfish.
She is humble in heart. She is very strong.
She learned about life, what it means of forgiving
And forgiveness. A wonderful person. God heals
Her brokenness.
 
In time soon, God will embrace her in his arms
And welcome her in his Kingdom.
Saying; well done, my child.
 
© Jocelyn Dunbar
25 March 2017
1: 20 AM
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The Fashion Of Mind
 
This is the intellectual manner
of one individual, who has an
open view of life, an intense
degree of the person suitable
to any point of direction, execute
by the wise attitude having
filled with extensive interest
things given by a certain time.
 
The transformation of space
regarding the detail of happening
comes from the natural event of life.
The great duration of something
occur in the knowlegde of the
mind carry by idea that comes to
the senses of thougths, the truth of
having an intelligent move.
 
The principle of mind required
by the mysterious feeling
inside of a person, purposed to
drawn the distance between the
substance composed by thoughts
emotion, to elevate the splendor miracle,
to gain the fortunate inside things,
to aptly the existence of one
particular individual living the earth.
 
Jocelyn Dunbar
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The Father Of My Life
 
My life begins given me the highest
quality, the vital of physical and mental
functional being. You permit everything
that I experience to where I can stand.
You let me discover what the world brought
to my llife without boundary to use my
limitation to see things eye to eye. You open
my deepest self to reach you in times of
my struggle, deep and broad experience.
 
The beauty inside open refreshing my inner
self awaken my senses, clear my thoughts,
clean my spirit, you feed my whole I am
furnish the necessary development of my
condition self, expance to the duration of time.
The wavelength of life from distance to
distance occur, the people, places and things
involved in my being. I feel the vibration of inside
things there in, pointing my direction way.
 
You satisfied my thoughts and dreams, you
make things possible just came true. You teach
me to look forward to view the beauty of
your creation and make this things influence
my faith, to see, talk and communion with you.
You show me the secret of your distance
through my thoughts feel my heart soul.
I hear your voice from within; I love you
father, your amazing!
 
Today and in everyday, you plan the most
important of my life, I must not worry about it
and leave this things to your hands. Tomorrow
and all that you hold infinite blessing, wisdom
and goodness that I can share to any individual
pass on in my life, let it be accomplish. I offer
my life as a gift in thanksgiving, prayers, works,
joy, and sufferings. You are my father, the love
of my life.
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The Freshness Of Mind
 
The intellectual mental
qualities of a person,
vigorous thougths
deal in somewhere
far away distance.
The thoughts of mind
feel free open wide,
no limit, compose;
reaching the essence
of substance, the intense
being of one individual.
The thoughts move away,
fly high above to the
entire universe, freedom
exalted to see distance
things, absorb the power
energy of senses scene
through the sight of God.
 
The wide mental horizon
worth seeing, steer to
vision clear, views space.
The silent mind overflowing,
heart combine through
heaven with God.
The intellect essential
nature of a person own
by the experience way
knowledge, the battle of life.
The breath of God blow
engage to the sound
wind, spread, refine;
clear blue skies appear,
refreshing through the
deepness mood thoughts,
like a tip-top reflection
of light, the quiet mind rest.
 
The highest standard
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of the person, dealing in
the sense of God, scene
sphere open,
Wonderful!
He establish His action
to view His existence in
heaven and earth,
so strong, powerful;
The wisdom knowledge
of God, Marvellous!
All things beautiful
beacause of His love.
What amazing God!
Wonderful indeed;
I give praises,
lift up my whole I am
saying, ' ALLELUIA '
sing song to my God,
glorified Him with all
my soul, heaven extended
His graces showering scattered
all over, with my pure heart
I offer my love, devotion,
my thankfulness to
the father above.
 
Copyright(C)  Jocelyn Dunbar
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The Good Old Days
 
The happy moments of self
experience out of control,
 
Young at heart, enjoying
the presence of friends and
lovers, exploring the sense
of being.
 
All things that discover,
taking risk of things
adventure of self playing
around and round to a
different stages colors of life
to enjoy not to destroy self.
 
A heart that full of emotion
to the way things to be done
to love and to be hurt,
 
To look at self in performing task
to be mature in action,
 
To modify a certain things
to carry on to a better way of life.
 
The memories beyond what is
important to work on in the
usual time, to justify the nature
self to stand on.
 
The experience that leads to life,
the great destination.
 
Copyright (C)  Jocelyn Dunbar
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The Goodness Beauty
 
The overwhelming beauty, perfect in peace.
The sense of spirit from within whisper in thoughts,
Filled with thanks giving.
 
A joy sprinkle glint all over,
A willing heart to strive on,
Excellence action.
 
The glistering light, active mind,
The words of wisdom in the
Different colours of idea.
 
Triumphant of being through out
Life journey, building a good
Foundation to stand, proclaiming the
Divine intervention of God.
 
The reflection of beauty transcend
To pure heart, reaching one individual
Giving light to those in the dark.
 
Absolute beauty to rule, to spread goodness,
Good works echo a billion times,
Everywhere all over from heaven and earth.
 
© Jocelyn Dunbar
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The Great Controversy
 
Lying wonders of Satan trick
 
Marrying same sex is deception of the evil one.
Satan, the prince of evil, the author of sin.
Satan's enmity against Christ has been made to
Appear human laws to a false conception to set
Aside the divine law, leading the people to the
Work of deception and ruin.
 
Look what happened to other countries
Breaking the law of the divine, we see disaster struck
Anywhere, anytime; but punishment appeared
To all who break divine law, all over the universe.
 
It is a fight between evil and God through human.
We, as a believer of Christ we need to stand in the truth,
Hold on to our faith in spite of, and whatever happens
We will remain faithful to God. Christ the Prince of Life
The Author of our salvation.
 
The warning of the Lord's second coming are to be
Prepared to stand before him.
 
May give unto you the Spirit of Wisdom
And Revelation in the knowledge of God,
The eyes of your understanding being
Enlighten by his word and gives light to your mind
Receive warning, reproof, counsel
And instruction with all power and signs.
 
God prepare a place for safety,
All who believes in him.
 
© Jocelyn Dunbar
12 August 2017
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The Heart
 
The powerful part, intellectual
essential center of human being.
 
the heart knows, feels, speak, views
through the knowledge wisdom of mind.
 
the loving heart, the happy heart,
the sorrow heart, the angry heart,
the aching heart;
 
this is the emotion of the heart that
keeps floawing and moving to any
individuals, combination of heart
knowledge and heart relation
through understanding intellect heart.
 
it is the heart that speak not the knowledge
of words through the world.
 
the heart needs breathing;
to breathe in and out, to let
go and to accept;
 
' all things that can harm in the
heart needs to let go and all things
that gives light, life needs to accept
to live '.
 
the heart cannot lie, always speak in
truth, it is sensitive to the deepness
of emotion with its essence;
 
the heart whisper words into the
realm of intellect knowledge of the
mind to reach the real feeling of
emotion that can never be mistaken
into the true destination of happiness
of human being.
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The Heaven
 
This is a home
of God the father,
the powerful God,
the creator of the universe.
This is the place of souls,
who has a body of christian
having a common faith
and discipline, who has
intimate fellowship
with God. A home of
the blessed dead for
supreme happiness.
 
An everlasting
place to live,
a complete,
the beautiful people
friendly affection of
everyone spirit,
a paradise that anyone
want to see, the freedom of souls,
the state of calm and quite,
mode of concord
between man and God.
 
A harmony of souls
to percieve the greatest
affection of creator.
The ruler of the universe,
the bliss to require worship,
the supreme value of
man with God,
one soul that conquer
the greatest purpose
of the earth.
Heaven the kingdom of God.
 
Copyright (C)  Jocelyn Dunbar
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9.00 A.M.
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The Image Of God
 
The beauty of your wholeness,
purity and love. The power comes
to you is full of life, brilliant and
bright. Your image shine to my
soul connecting to my whole being
abiding in you. Beauty is life giving
grace from you coloring the
rainbow of love coming in contact
to my deepest thoughts, form in
my whole being.
 
The whole picture of you reflect
to my soul giving the ability to
create new things and ideas to
combine in my thoughts. You gave
me inspiration so much more secure
in life. You strengthen my faith to
drive along way, to go through.
You love me completely never
been alone, I entrust my whole
to you.
 
The power dwell in me bring glorious
to my heart, lifting my senses being
to connect me to your hishest
presence holding my life steadily.
Your image bring colors to my life
and my beautiful mind seeing you
to my senses self, hear your
voice to my ears, feel my heart,
beautiful! love is the image color
of you, is in me.
 
Copyright (C)  Jocelyn Dunbar
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The In Love
 
The strong emotion,
Capture the heart;
 
The joy it brings,
The happiness to carry in,
The feeling to feel
That gives smile,
Frangrance the heart.
 
To talk, to hold a hand,
To touch, to kiss,
 
To savor the beauty of feeling,
To someone very special
In heart inlove.
 
Jocelyn Dunbar
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The Kingdom Of Poetry
 
The testimonial of life, where soul and spirit meet to
Where joints and marrow come together.
The mind and the thoughts unites, the feeling
And emotion establish, it judges the desires
Of the hearts. It exposed and lies open in
Every single word.
 
God blesses us with so much beauty within us.
God word is good, is alive and active.
Whether you like it or not, whether you believe it or not
Everything comes from God. There is nothing
That can be hidden from God.
God promised will rest from our own work.
Let us, then, do our best to receive and
Fulfill that gift.
 
Whether happy or sad, whether bloom or withered
It is a solemn verse of a high quality of emotion,
A great intensity of the heart, a profound insight
Of the mind. The language of one particular
Individual that travels in the journey of life.
 
© Jocelyn Dunbar
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The Knowledge Of Sin
 
The devil rule the world
To destroy, He tease everyone
To do an evil task,
The intelligence of sin is
Weaken the heart to lose life.
 
The devil want to become the
King of all nations and hold
The people in his arms,
The mission is to crush
The world to His personal
Possesion, to His control.
 
The devil Himself dominate
The truth, He demostrate His
Power over all creation,
He choose the money to be
The powerful tools through
Trials in the knowledge of sin.
 
But this things has an ending,
God will prevail.
 
Copyright(c)  Jocelyn Dunbar
2nd of May 2002
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The Leaves
 
The leaves blow by wind
swaying in the tress
give sound distance;
 
The air swiftly touch
the leaves, so deep,
so soft, so arousing,
so beautiful that has
charming essence of scent.
 
A glance of the leaves
appear in the illusion
to deal in the emotion
of one extra individual
giving attention.
 
It has a magic of something
beneath the senses that moves,
that could happen by means of
event given at the moment life.
 
Jocelyn Dunbar
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The Liberating Adventure Life
 
The undertaking of risky
adventure perform by
one involve. A person who
follow goal and takes exposure
to danger. The natural
possibility of what happen
to the coming incident
arising in the usual location.
 
A person who holds liberal
view, purpose with scene to
look attentively and examine
the results of details in life.
The opinion base on intellectual
knowledge of a person during
the moment experience
life battle.
 
An exciting result, negative
or positive depend in your
prospective and deeds,
according to your works
actions. A person who tried
to gain wealth by questionable
means incline to take risk
involving interest of inside
and outside possesion of life.
The journey, the adventure life.
 
Jocelyn Dunbar
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The Long Road
 
The longitude containing
the series experience
of life. The state of affairs
event happening in life
road regarding of all difficulties
that we experience.
We need to go through the
journey. We full the string
to go on and set our mind
in the fullest state.
 
The current situation represent
the ideal to perform a task
relating to the great duration
of life. The weapon is to fight,
use the sword and spear of
God with prayer and faith
to strive by the effort to win
the battle of life.
 
The future, time that coming.
What is going to happen?
An expectation relating to
action, searching for happiness
comes from natural and
spiritual concern. An article of
path, your future depend to
your points of view and action
to be valiant, to win the
difficulties of everyday life
struggle, move and go on.
 
Copyright (C)  Jocelyn Dunbar
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The Love Heart
 
The wonder of emotion,
A strong passionate
Affection of a person, being inlove.
The most intense of emotion,
Heartfelt knowledge of the heart.
The heart feel the source of emotion
Anything comes and obtain.
 
The pure motive of the heart
Spread to goodness, an open view
Of the emotion into the eye of one
Individual, who has an intellect
Knowledge of the spiritual value,
Given by God.
 
The magical reflection of the heart
Aware to the beautiful scene that
Unite to the coming incident that can
Happen for a life time. The love of
Heart connect to someone, moving
Individual, precious moment feel the heart.
 
The pure tenderness and passion hold
Steadily to reach the goal of the heart
To be successful in life, the completeness
Of being in love.
 
Love open and give respect to those
Who remain faithful in the heart.
The wonderful whisper of sound heart
Amuse into dynamic feeling of inside
self that can view the wonder of sight
Into vision of mind.
 
True love exist to anyone that has
Capacity to reach and touch someone
Heart love. The fullest of emotion that
Can give away into the true meaning of
Life to someone that has a good
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Quality of being, to love deep within,
The infinite love.
 
Jocelyn Dunbar
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The Love Of My Soul
 
The spiritual part of a person,
energy comes to mind
feel my emotion.
The passionate love warm
hearted carry by inspiration
that deals to my soul.
My soul thirst and hungered,
touch and comfort by
the spirit of God.
His warm intent affection
create the music that moves
in a wide distance
beneath my soul.
 
The affection feel my soul
supernatural being,
amazing so beautiful!
I wondered that God loves
me so much. He cradle my soul,
so lovable. I am blessed and
thankful nothing can compare
his loving kindness.
His heart is sacred that can
lay my soul to him.
The light to my path
brighten up my soul.
 
The owesome spirit of God
manifest my whole
being every bit of it.
My soul sealed with his
love and comport no
one can take my soul
out of his hands.
I will praise him with all my
might and my soul uphold
him to his presence and in
his highest authority.
His majesty cover and
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control me to his will.
My God the father,
the love of my soul.
 
Jocelyn Dunbar
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The Man I Marry
 
So many tears, struggle and pain,
Imaturity of self giving me lots of troubles
Unstable;
 
I lost myself when I marry him.
 
People had their own views and knowledge
They have their own things of doing
And acting in dealing in life,
We can never change it, but rather to free
ourselves for them.
 
Its time to find my way and rescue
What still in hand and strive to avoid
A repeat experience of life.
 
Work patiently and walk positively.
 
Copyright: Jocelyn Dunbar
14th of June 2008
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The Man, He Knows Me
 
He knows me, he saw the essence
of being me, the way I work,
the word I say and use, the knowledge
and wisdom I have, the responsibility
I give, the essence of being mother
I've got and most especially he sees
me being a person, being a woman I am.
 
He knows me, he is the only man who
sees me deep within me. The beauty
and the simplicity I have. He just discover
the important of being me, a woman.
He has a fantastic view as a person, he've
got a wonderful scene of personality,
he is the most perfect man I ever met.
 
He knows me, to love and be loved, open.
He found himself the deepest of his being
deep within something inside of him
because of me, the essence of being a man.
He get mature for everything, I'm inspired
him to go through the journey of life alone,
I'm glad that his moving forward.
 
He knows me, the man of his image, he is
not perfect but inside of him is totally
complete. I pray that God will protect
and provide him his needs for everyday.
I hope that someday we will see each
other both successful in life, God bless you.
 
Copyright (C)  Jocelyn Dunbar
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The Man, Unsenselessly
 
He has a sense of well being,
experience notable for uncouncious
thoughts. He was suffer to any
directive painful part of life. The body
get tired, the mind spinning to any
point of direction that cause him disturb
being individual.
 
Along the way, he reach the essence
of being with someone very special
individual passing through in his life.
The beauty of moment, the emotion
linger in, the magic and miracle of something
occur to the process of time passing by,
signify for the mode of being there with
someone.
 
His mind imagination moves only in
his own perspective thoughts, being
ignore by the present moment, wasting
the time to think something in his own
and forgetting to take care of himself.
Life build in having a purpose to stand
and go through the journey of life itself.
 
At this time of life, he just letting go of
the past and keep on going being strong
to something beneath things, this is the
time to be free and be happy himself.
He let go...
 
Walter Van Baal inspired me to wrote this.
 
Copyright (C)  Jocelyn Dunbar
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The Market Of Life
 
The meeting of people provision,
shown by purchasing goods in life.
The accountable and aggreement
of people who deal in the
statement of making a condition
taking care of. The self dealing
with people provide a
good connection for those
sincere individual.
The great motives of it transform
by receiving a great result.
The consideration of time
added by cooperation to
view in things conceive by
work and action, relation more
involve looking forward for the goal.
 
The self behavioral magnetism
attract attention, communication
open to receive and give
consent whatever it takes.
The goal is to win one heart,
given refreshing to view their
own interset and meaning,
to open, listen, accept,
and understand, help them to
find themselves. The good
conscience approach
to the scene of senses will
bring the surest of the mind
perform, reaching forward
to their horizon, dreams and
vision being alive.
 
The accountable series giving
service, supply material
and opinion.
The emotion follow by a
pure heart, free will.
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The sense of anticipation
significant to self dealing
with people applause by
great duration of life time
friendship travel around in a
circle of life journey.
It is a part of earthly existence
round of individualism through a
normal course of life event.
Life is a grind arrangement
of particles substance of matter,
exploring the good outlook view
of our existence. The market of life
continue, reaching,
searching the long
voyage of life duration time.
 
Copyright (C)  Jocelyn Dunbar
4th of July 2004
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The Melodies Of Life
 
The main substance of things
given by life itself, emotion usually
drawn smoothly flowing into the sense
of any particular individual living
the earth. The drama of life passing by,
soflty and rich, sweet that create
system of the particle sound mind given
by air somewhere.
 
The musis comes from thoughts,
grows to the emotion made
by the happy event given at the moment.
The tune harmonized by music touches
feeling appearing into emotion expose by
beauty inside heart, carry on in the biggest
memory of one individual.
 
The mystery of lives continue, spirit moves
create lasting memory in the heart, feel the
melody. The silence essence of affection
given by individual that manifest the
sensation through beauty moves in a long
way life.
 
Copyright (C)  Jocelyn Dunbar
19th of July 2003
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The Mind Filled With Hope
 
The part of an individual
that feels, perceives, think,
wills and reason.
 
The mental condition
to take charge of
attention.
 
Vision of hope to be
done by intellectual
ability, knowing the capacity
of knowledge of thought
curved by promises at hand.
 
The reliance of mind,
something occurs to
the journey of experience,
 
learned by life struggle
that transformed for the
renewing faith value,
 
works by fulfillment
expectation done by
influence power that
comes from God.
 
The supernatural power
to imagined things,
notion marked by idea,
consideration of time
and effort with faith hope
in Jesus name.
 
Jocelyn Dunbar
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The Mind Whisper
 
This is the power of
something beyond
imagination through
senses being,
vision create scene
coming in the mind
form in the senses
image of ideas.
 
The amazing figure of
particles giving a condition
of the mind to design
in the thoughs surface
that shows to the whole
form of substance.
The essential part of
anything that exist
through the concept of
the mind imagination.
 
The dream of thoughts
marvel to the extra ordinary
individual who can
deal the things to an open
broad distance
through the power
of the mind.
 
The solid and strong
intellect of sense reason
conform in the feeling
of someone that can hold
on to the sound of the
mind comes from
something, somewhere
beneath the senses of thoughts.
 
The real approaching
of scene beyond reality of
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whisper coming to the
one connected of life.
The wealthy mind imagination
aware to the whisper sound
consist by the boldness
of thoughts through the
coming scene created of
vision comes from the mind,
moving in the realization
of the present time.
 
The dream vision concept
of details that rule the test to
every individual connected
to the creator itself moving
in mind to deal in the
heart that has a solid
belief that goes to the
deep essense of surface
compose of faith,
lock by the substance
of his power and majesty.
 
The ruler of the universe
move to any individual,
through him who believe.
 
Jocelyn Dunbar
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The Pain Of Being Hurt
 
This is the hardest of emotion, bitter
And sour, pain causes by the people in our lives.
The experience include by means of doing,
Acting, said and done. A long suffering to determine
That life is complicated because of all things given
At the long roads in life. A series event by nature born
By the moment, the natural flow of life.
 
Abandon is one more painful feeling to feel in
The heart. Tears running out this time, 
Cry a river alone. The event continue, time
Eventually come to pass. The emotion put
Behind, life moving feels the distance.
 
Love... you will be able to wash the tears
Away, just a long way, a long time that love
Heals the wound not time.
 
You will see the total outlook of life by
Giving yourself awareness close to your
Heart to maintain your own perspective,
This is the passing show of life.
I know it easier said than done, but God
Given us assurance that he will refresh us
Again and he given us hope to follow through.
 
Pain is a gift if you know how to construct it to
Your heart. You feel sensitive to others feeling,
More mature in dealing in life.
You use the pain to be strong to what may
Going in life with dignity, humility, soft and
Humbleness of the heart.
 
&quot;God has called us to live a life we cannot
Live so that we must depend on him in
His supernatural ability, we are called to do
The impossible to live beyond our natural ability &quot;.
 
© Jocelyn Dunbar
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23 August 2003
Afternoon
 
Jocelyn Dunbar
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The Painted Moan Emotion
 
The characteristic
sensation of the body
and mind, discomfort of
general condition
in and out life.
 
The heart weeping,
whisper uttered softly;
pain, suffering, tiring
moment day by day life.
 
The damage of hurts,
tear emotion so deep;
tears running down
can't control, emotion suffer
so hard, collapsing over...
 
Where did it comes from?
 
The abussive people,
experience, things, places,
self dissatisfaction, despair;
marked by harmful individual.
 
The mind emotion goes away
to the deeper intellect
essential part of the heart,
knowledge based on wide,
broad, experience
day out, day in;
 
With His unfailling love,
He take and hold me, God
comfort, carry me tells a lot
of story in heaven and earth.
 
He feed my emotion show me
the good outlook of my
existence, He renew me,
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with my painted body, mind,
emotion, soul, spirit;
I feel I am losing my breath.
 
In times like this,
I'll be in His spirit to take
rest with the tiring world
I am moving; My emotion sing,
praising Him!
cast out all my burden,
knelt my kness, hide my all
Tears in him.
 
He'll be here in my side,
now I can start a new day,
New beginning to face
reality of life.
 
I am walking around in the
world to see, view and exalted Him
In my life, being my inspiration
to every individual.
 
This is my purpose being
here in the world to give
happiness and love to all.
 
Copyright (C)   Jocelyn Dunbar
20th of March 2005
4: 45 A.M.
 
Jocelyn Dunbar
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The Passing Road Of My Life
 
The sequence access of my possession
running forward to the sense being.
Everyspoken sound surround by it,
smoothly comes to past. The memories
beyond can't compare to any particular
individual. The essence bring the glorious
happening in life. The moment to be with
people I meet. It is a marvelous things in
life. Luckily that I am here in the world.
 
The mind memory connect to the heart
that feels the beauty of this things inside,
every details is amazing! the scent occurence
event inside of it persistently move growing
in the thoughts of the mind that represent
the aspect part of my view. The true relation
with myself is done by the knowledge of my
skills participation of the event life.
 
Life is too short to live in this universe, I've got
the power to think and connect this to the air.
The fairy tales of life continue to absorb,
the essence of substance, the utmost period
found often to the personal point of view being
a person subject by the experience goes along way.
Life is adventure, part that heart beating, body
that move, mind that think and say, wisely
grown to the deepest knowledge of my thoughts.
 
Until then, the magic of life continue to go on,
time running, chances by changes comes and go.
I feel so free like a fantasy that goes on and on...
The dream and reality facing in, time connecting
the moment that I'm here. My life road, the people
belong by it, I see them face to face. What a wondered
that God gave me reason to live by this, granting his
blessing that money can't buy favorable to the one
like me, having a purpose in this planet called earth.
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Jocelyn Dunbar
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The Passion Of Inner Self
 
The essential character of a person,
personal distinct affection of feeling,
characteristic of mind, thoughts
directive upon action oppose to the
values form of emotion in the heart.
 
The constitute nature power of
somewhere that feels in the air
linger in thoughts, the sweet sensation
of the heart to someone. The mind occur
flexible to the knowledge of inward
condition absorb distance.
 
The idea execute oneself to look
attentive to the central meaning of
feeling to influence the emotion, the
mind speak through the heart.
The fantastic view, unsual abilities exist
evoke emotion to the inner self of a
person heart beat.
 
Copyright (C)  Jocelyn Dunbar
28th of April 2002
Afternoon Time
 
Jocelyn Dunbar
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The Poet Soul
 
The spiritual energy of mind, deepest dimension of
Human thoughts. The full emotion of a person
Expressing to the deep feeling of the heart.
The vision of the mind consist of viewing into far
Away distance feels the senses of scene.
A word that transform into reality compose of
Faith that keeps life moving. The condition of the
Mind to be seen in sight itself. The clean thinking of an
Extra individual unusual ability to create matter in the mind.
 
The shadow of wonder inside itself extend to dynamic
Form of human being.  The fashion of words coming into
Senses self that makes the word into practice to behold into
Someone else that moisture the deepest of emotion to
Understand the views of thoughts. The skilful knowledge of
The mind translate to composition of word given in a certain
Characteristic manner. The thoughts of the mind touch
The heart put it into words to have meaning, to have life.
 
The knowledge of wisdom unite to the power of the
Mind invents to make value giving inspiration to any individual.
Words of miracles, power dwell to miles away distance,
To reach any point of sight that appeal to the duration of
Substance element unseen, to make us feel the essence of
Everything, to express the deepest emotion of inside within,
That only God can see and understand the true motive of
Heart soul through words, the poet itself.
 
© Jocelyn Dunbar
1 February 2004
1: 45 PM
 
Jocelyn Dunbar
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The Power To Believe
 
The strength of the mind,
strong sensation coming
in substance that moves
and deals in heart, complete,
entirely composed heart;
 
The whole composition of
being hold constantly,
the foundation of life to stand,
the concept heart mind;
The pathway of direction,
firm, focus, seeing in distance
view ways, dynamic faith;
 
The magnetic surface,
twinkling twirl flying
colors of thoughts, flown
to the deepest sensation
of mind conviction, heart faith;
 
Faith comes from the deepest
sense scene heart of one individual
that has a capacity to view
the most important aspect
full meaning of our existence,
A gift of God;
 
Jocelyn Dunbar
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The Present Moment
 
The excellence time, the instance
Beautiful moment to spend
To someone dear heart.
 
Joy to feel in time as a
Whole package of moment.
 
Happiness bring to life,
Cherish every present moment.
 
Love to take and give to
Someone special heart.
 
Aim high to win the precious
Time life to someone.
 
The beauty of the moment
Present time.
 
© Jocelyn Dunbar
1 January 2006
4: 09 PM
 
Jocelyn Dunbar
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The Prime Time Man
 
The highest degree
and qualities of man,
an era of one life,
distinctive best of one individual.
The challenging life with
pain pressure experience pass
over the years.
The new sight of new life
with purpose renewing mind.
Finally, he reach the details of
his existence with someone
very special individual to
discover the beauty of life
from the abundance
of the heart.
 
The accomplishment of
physical and mental capacity.
The state of being
happy and complete.
The most active duration set
by the author giver of life.
The rewarding time to highlight
the specific significance occur
period of man.
The deepest silence of self
polished by wisdom through
experience of life.
The purity of heart explore
giving credit to oneself.
 
A novel individual rise,
fruitful mind enhance
to along series of path
capable of reaching a great value,
worth enjoying life.
The melody of memories flow
smoothly in thoughts staring
in distance, wondering mind
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smile view the good times
from beyond, clay harden
the rock. The event continue,
a man standing still looking ahead.
God open the way, a wonderful
life to enjoy and makes the best
that he can be.
 
Copyright (C)  Jocelyn Dunbar
5th of December 2004
2: 48P.M.
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The Prize Of Life
 
The outstanding time of life to
harvest the good deeds, a source
of new days, new hopes zeal
with God goodness, unchangeble
provision, covenant of his love
and promises at hand.
 
A sense of purpose to be happy
and free engage to God holy
plan, acceptable winning enjoyable
life, according to his promise to do
things to his way.
 
Faith in him do his way goes along
alone with God, victory of life all
over showering all blessing that only
God can give, abundantly stable free.
 
The proclaiming time, a day to enjoy
the prize of life.
 
Jocelyn Dunbar
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The Promise
 
God promise, promise to take good care of me,
promise that he always be with me to provide everything for me,
promise to save me and secure me in anytime in many way.
 
God declare his divine purpose to me, to set me free
from all my unrighteousness, from all my fears, from all my uncertainty,
he love me so much, he show me his greatness,
and his majesty, his kingdom in earth, in heaven place.
He will be the ruler, the centre in the heart of men
to be the guiding light in life.
 
' Toward his goodness he change the time and season
to pursue his purposes to his people in the world '.
 
You show me all things without boundary I am amaze with
your wisdom and works. You paint the whole world with beauty,
with amazing things that people can enjoy.
 
You fulfilled your promise, so I may devote my very self to you in prayer.
I am one of the luckiest people to have you.
 
I am praising you will all my heart, with all I am,
my Lord, my God, my King.
 
Alleluia Amen! ! !
 
Copyright (c)  Jocelyn Dunbar
12th September 2010
5: 25 P.M.
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The Queer Zenith Of God
 
The Highest above the earth from
heaven, the maker and ruler of the
world. The wonderful father, his
majesty uphold the universe,
amazing power done by his word.
His strange existence carry by
supernatural being, his wisdom
and knowledge bring vistory to all
of his creation.
 
The God alone knows the beginning
and the end. He multiply his blessing to
all creation. Life no surprises for God,
he sustain and control everything.
He forgive the past, hold the present
and the future. He gave us his full
assurance that we can trust his promises
and fulfill it to us. He's eyes are watching,
he added things that we needed.
 
The wholeness of God are sword and
spear use in life, his marvelous wonder
view in my senses scene, beautiful to
imagine! Faith to connect us to his innermost
secret moves forward unnotice working in
one lives putting his words to our heart
and do his will to improve us. His wise as
wiser, rejoice God wise plan and honor him,
he perform miracle and give us the desire
of our heart that we can't ever imagine.
 
The great majesty high above all things.
 
Jocelyn Dunbar
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The Right Journey Of Life
 
In a long journey I can see distance from point to point in experience, the
beauty, the blessing, the goodness of every experiences. And in the same point
at the same time, the pain, the hurt, the struggle the memory that keeps moving
to the mind that can not control. We need to twist this memory to be able us to
see, the knowledge, the wisdom, to right the mistakes, to forgive, to move on.
 
The long way road waiting for us to walk, to take it. The people we meet in every
steps of the way, the things associate of every opportunity we take, we choice,
we make. The blessing we use in a loving, in a right, in a good reason to match
in a productive way life.
 
I can not believe that I can strive to the point of this journey, opening me to the
fullest of enjoying every opportunity of life. Details and experiences is one
biggest factor of my becoming as a whole, being a person as human living
appropriate to pursue courage and determination to go along way to the right
journey of life destination.
 
Copyright (c)   Jocelyn Dunbar
28th of June 2009
12; p.m.
 
Jocelyn Dunbar
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The Segment Of Thoughts
 
The sensation of the mind condition,
sensibilities of emotion figure capacity
of the mind imagination. The responsive
of feeling affected by thoughts connect
to the serious thinking af a person.
The conception of mental and emotional
condition, mingle in a distance force.
 
The solitute of the heart link in the mind,
the emptiness away from the body concerned
by feeling, emotion is one important
figure that move to our senses being,
composed to the duration of mental unit
in mind.
 
Our life is manifestation of energy comes
from the breath of God. We segregate our
active and inactive belief to formed in the
highest standard of our existence carry by
amplitude power. We need to assemble our
thoughts to execute the true meaning of
our journey here in this universe.
 
Copyright (C)  Jocelyn Dunbar
21th of May 2002
10: 00 A.M.
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The Shadows Of Tears
 
A ray of experience, a ghost
of pain, hurt that moves in the
concept of the mind, a shade
area of thougths, the vivid
picture of the mind feel in the heart
of someone eyes, tears falling
from different condition represented
by pain experience in life.
 
The process of details, participation of
event experiences during life moment.
The injury that harm the individual
being who feel the deepest anxiety
of life follow by tragic mental
unconciousness of the mind.
 
The emotion deal with the test of time,
lock the level of showing the feeling inside.
The surface of understanding reveal the
goodness of love and affection to someone
reflect to the thoughts of the mind feel the
heart. The reflection of pain exist inside feeling
that running down to the eyes of someone
who feel this way.
 
Copyright (C)   Jocelyn Dunbar
1st of December 2003
7: 10 P.M.
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The Spiritual Dimension
 
The amplitude of soul impelling to the realm
of the thoughts into dynamic movement  of the mind,
shadow of wonder slowly connecting positively, dynamically.
The persuasive thinking hymn of thoughts instinctive
moulding into creative mind.
 
The touch of wonder in the mind glorify to life that
manifest one to the other. The beauty of thoughts that
drive a long way to the scene of lightness in the mind
penetrating the distance that feels the heart emotion,
overwhelming spirit, inspiring, overflowing in a wide
open distance.
 
The sun appear delightful, refreshing in the heart that gives
meaning to life. Love, sweetness of life to be exalted,
the beauty of each day enhancing to the spirit to live,
it is the wholeness of being to savour life once again.
 
Copyright (c)    Jocelyn Dunbar
17th of July 2009
8: 10 A.M.
 
Jocelyn Dunbar
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The Third Eye
 
The one of three equal parts
Beyond imagination something
Force by the utmost sphere,
Farther side of vision,
Energy come to senses.
 
The power of mind,
beyond compare
It exist; miracle involve in it
Remain in the lives of one
Individual who discover itself,
The series of scene
occurence state.
 
The visual form by mental
Creation mind, the respond of
The thoughts impulse, motion
Particles sound mind, the gift
That comes from somewhere
Execute by the good attitude
Form by the good character.
 
Copyright (C)  Jocelyn Dunbar
4th of April 2002
3: 00 P. M.
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The Two Old Men
 
Best of friends share a lots of good times
in common and deeds, they enjoyed life
evil secret, uncontrollable.
 
Sex, liquor, cigarettes, they are playful in sex
in a different person at the same time,
minor age, very young and innocent, they are
adventure in wicked desire, sharing sex
all over, over and over with this young girl.
 
Their lust, their spirit, their whole being
are wicked, they are hungered in pleasure with
sexual desire.
 
God watching he brought disaster to this two men
 
The first man, he thrown his life in good times
He abandoned himself, whatever, no destination.
His body became rotten, shattered in pieces, time
to feel the pain of his foolishness, his stupidity.
the wound never heal, the worm eat his flesh
perished by the chemical of his committed sins
ruin his body. He is crying and shouting in his deepest
painful, worst situation, aching body
until he will die.
 
The second man, always waiting to feed his desire
depending to his man to pleasure his needs, his lust,
sharing their wicked enjoyable moment to share sex
with young and innocent girl, they are slave in their
wicked ways, they love doing it, again and again.
He throttled whatever he desire, pretending,
ignoring of what things they been doing.
Body became deformed aching all over,
he had disease incurable, curse with their
wicked deeds, they are fearfull of doing evil ways.
 
Crippled whole being they destroy in the fire of hell,
FOREVER....
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The Wedding
 
The marriage ceremony,
the man wearing tidy
and neat suit, show his
position being a man of a
fixe purpose of authority,
power and honor with his
dignity being a man in love.
 
The woman show her part,
wearing a white gown,
color of snow more beautiful
among the flower in the garden.
The white gown show her
purity, class, elegant, sincerity,
dedication to the man she love,
the two bonds with love.
 
The two people in love
unite in a wonderful moment
being one, the new beginning
of life building in one body
accepting all,
through thick and thin
for better and for worse,
forever together wil be one.
The love that they can hold
them up to the better way of life
creating a good foundation a
nd strong relationship with unity,
open to the details of everything
because of love.
 
The happy ending story begins...
what amazing God!
bless by his power and majesty
for this two special individual
binds with love.
The stronghold of their lives
founder by the one created
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of love greatest of all.
The powerful hands of God
holding them together everlasting
love goes on the their inner emotion.
The heart is a great home place
to live for the two people in love,
growing stronger as time
pass by multiply in a multitude
of their being, forever and ever will be
once upon a life time.
 
Copyright (C)  Jocelyn Dunbar
27th Of march 2004
2: 10 P.M.
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The Weeping Heart
 
The sorrow of the heart,
sensational emotion crying
in the deep scene of feeling,
 
comes from the different
event experience of life.
 
the hurt of event, the pain
to go on in life that pass by,
 
the teardrops of the heart
dried up with God,
 
restore the freshness of the
weeping heart.
 
Jocelyn Dunbar
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The Wind Of The Woods
 
The power of substance
to blow the air motion,
a glance of the wind follow
by scent of charm that goes
to the essence of breeze
control by the force
of the wind.
A great motion breathing
the air to move to the
fullest state of susbtance
created by any mysterious
current event of motion
move in a distance,
to blow as a horn of the wind.
 
The wind passing by the trees,
swiftly touch the leaves
that has a charming essence
of scent blow by the air,
so deep, so soft, so arousing,
so beautiful, so clean.
It has a magic of something
beaneath the senses of one
extra individual giving attention
of the significant invisible wind
blow in the distance space of the
entire part of the universe.
 
The mixture of gasses surround
the earth discover the total
aviation of the wind,
the magic of the air, the changes
they produce, appear in the illusion
of something could happen
by means of event given at
the moment life.
The special participation of
an individual, the beauty of
feeling carry by air pass by
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the heart to deal in the emotion,
feel the distance.
 
A romance of love
passing by the wind
given by God to
everyone of us.
 
Jocelyn Dunbar
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The Wisdom Of A Poet
 
The miracle of words coming to the senses magnifying
The sight scene, reflecting to the wonderful meaning of words,
Thoughts of the mind touch the heart gives meaning.
 
The principle of life unites to the knowledge of
Experience that gives ability to explore it purposes
For the guarantee of life.
 
The beauty of opportunity belongs to the experience in
Spite  of tragedy and hardship towards life.
The knowledge of the heart transfigure from within
The ability to contribute the excessive amount of work to
Deal in every details of happening around life.
 
&quot;The battle of every journey&quot;.
 
The heart knowledge deals to every detail of 
Experience to the level of human mind.
The velocity from within the person ability that
Leads the way to the bigger potential of life.
 
Every details associate to the time being to reach
And connect to the deepest meaning of existence.
 
The wisdom of the poet is from within,
The voice of GOD spirit.
 
© Jocelyn Dunbar
22 October 2011
10: 50 AM
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The Wonder Of You
 
I am thinking of you, God;
what are you doing there in heaven,
looking down here in the universe?
 
You created all things, from distance to
distance. The galaxy, the amazing things
inside of it, the planet.
Wow! I wonder about you.
 
From country to country, exploring
from different system their are up to,
their effort and success, to their
difficulties to handle things every now
and then, the disaster comes we
experience in the whole. You are in
control whatever comes around
because if not the whole universe
become dust. What are you looking
for us God, for the whole things you created?
I wonder about you.
 
You see people doing their own things
in their own different ways, in defferent
rares, black or white. God, what this all
up to you, I wonder about you.
 
The sky, the sun brightly shinning in a day,
the stars and the moon in the night.
The ocean, the wave, the water, the fish
in a different kinds and colors. The trees,
the fruits, the plants. The lakes, the falls,
the mountains, this is only one big example
of your beautiful creation and its
absolutely amazing! I wonder about you.
 
Your gift that you given to one individuals
that we need to receive and discover,
the faith, the belief we have in our own.
God, what exactly you want us to do with this?
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I wonder about you.
 
Amazing God, amazing love how sweet the
sounds, I've been thinking about you
in my life, how great thou art.
 
I am wondering, the wonder of you.
 
Copyright (c)   Jocelyn Dunbar
23th of December 2006
9: 40 P.M.
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They Crucified Me
 
My life will be open to you...
 
The hard time in every story
details of life, people belong by
each journey,
 
to insult me in so rude manner,
threatening me in so hard way,
abusing me in a nasty words, putting
me in bad trouble, ruin my being.
 
I am collapsing, shaking my system,
killing my inside self.
 
I feel every various of pain every system
of my body trembling, my soul is crying
from the inner heart to my deepest self,
it echo's to my spiritual being.
 
depression, anxiety, it moves me
for being loss, mind cannot works
its feels the pain in my thoughts
tears running down to my eyes falling
over and over,
 
the sorrow of things,
the people who gave this;
 
I cried loud to the father to rescue me,
the wonder working God moves so quick
to save me send an angel to fix and heal me
and put me in the safety place,
 
I am free to the present of evil.
 
God teach me to put in my mind that whatever
evil may do to hurt me always remember
that God is more powerful.
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to stay in God's power I am be protected
whatever happen, He hold everythings
that I can possibly imagined;
 
I will open my eyes to the maker,
to the healer whom I can trust and
he will be the judge, amen.
 
 
(23th of July 2007)
 
Jocelyn Dunbar
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Time
 
A series of recurring
intances condition of
something occur
to the process of action.
A performance of life details.
The indication of particular
and special experiences
during life records, hours,
days, and years system
added by accumulated
qualities happening in life.
 
State of vital, the physical
and mental period of an
individual. A passage of time
require by day to day
activities of a person.
A period of happiness and
distress sprinkle by people
passing through our life traveled
from one place to another.
 
A year ahead to live in this universe
'everthing has its own time'
changes are to step aside to
what may going through the
journey of life,
moment by moment signify
the important happening in
our life use our time wisely
that God given us to live in
our golden time here on earth.
 
Copyright (C)  Jocelyn Dunbar
24th of June 2004
7: 05 A. M.
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To Live Wisely
 
Make the most of our time, despite of
the difficulties of these days. We say,
time is money, I agree; As we human
being live in this universe. This is one
material factor that we need in everyday
we depend on this matter, we work,
we eat, we make the most of it. As we
move toward everyday life we continue
working. We face the battle every now and
then, aware of what is going on in our life.
Having wisdom, courage, and fashion of
mind to the details we stand, we have belief,
faith and freedom to move free. God cares
helping one individual who are willing and
able to experience his power in our lives.
God is power in all different category
we have, to live in God is to live wisely
on earth, God hold life.
 
' Time in God is more precious than Gold '.
 
Copyright (c)  Jocelyn Dunbar
2000
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Trusting And Believing
 
In every chapter passage of life we have,
the battle of every details happening
uncontrol or control by itself,
 
The moment that we have pass that
full of ups and down, the motives of
every journey by people in each time.
 
God reveal to every human being
the language of heart that speak
in mind, in spirit that moves that take
action according to each desire of what
things possible to happen,
 
God is in the battle and he is in
control, everyday of life is fundamental
element to dynamic resources of
living to stand for, and to work for;
 
We need to trust and believe that God is
doing what matters in our lives.
 
Look back and think for the moment
the life that we have before and what we are
capable of in the present time;
 
We learned, we discover lots of things
that we can,
 
Be persistent.
 
Written By: Jocelyn Dunbar
25th of December 2007
6: 13 P.M.
 
Jocelyn Dunbar
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Trusting The Ability And Emotion
 
We have our own individuallity,
personality as a human being,
ability to move and take action in
many direction we take. Our intense
being are depend to our motive of
emotion in any cost of living gaining
something in distance, capable of doing
possibility of life. Take charge to trust
our intuition, do something that exist
not only in mind or from beyond but
from what is in life, quick and ready to go.
Believe inside yourself in the power you
have day by day. Power to do task that
we have life to move.
 
Let the peace of God rule in our heart
 
Jocelyn Dunbar
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Two Hearts
 
The emotion moving through
individual who feel this things
inside heart. A gentle essence
of whisper comes from somewhere
soflty reach the mental feeling
condition of the heart working
in the long road way from wide
distance lane.
 
On the long road, they move from
place to place, someone found coming
specially appear in the line direction being
move along by turning over and over
to believe that love always find the reason
to live, finding a home in the arms of
someone connected in heart build a lasting
love relation.
 
The two hearts being one, happiness
bring the goodwill of the future, never
ending feeling to feel in the heart moves
and goes to the essence of emotion that
put in the thoughts mind heart. Twin hearts
meet in distance way with miracle done
by the power of God.
 
Copyright (C)  Jocelyn Dunbar
31th of October 2003
Morning Time
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Two Old Dogs And One Skinny Bone
 
These individuals has a common denomination in life,
there are hunger in sex, sharing sex all together at the
same time at the same place, they are playful in doing evil desire.
 
this skinny playful young girl envolved in this two old men
to do sex and they pleasure their body for lust,
doing it again and again.
 
time will come God will destroy them
and put them in the fire of hell forever.
 
copyright (c)  Jocelyn Dunbar
20th of June 2009
1: P.M.
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Understand The Will Of God
 
We are created in the image of
God, we are the people of God
kingdom. God has a highest
motivation to one individuals,
he gave us freedom to do task
in order to learn, we move to
what we want to be, we take risk
in any aspect of doing, to work
toward in our own desire that
most of the time produce a harmful
effect to others, an aching pain that their
suffer beacuse of what we do, in
any particular event of life.
 
What is life means in the world we
are moving, in our lives in God
connection, our belief and faith we
have in ourselves?
 
We need our subconsious awake,
breathing mind to intune in
silence, the condition of life everyday,
our well being. God has a wonderful
plans for all his creation, our humanity
moving the earth. We are here for a reason,
but we lost it most of the time because
of our stubborness we have in our own
will and desire. Our destination here in
the world is depend to what we are
going to be; God has plan better that we
have for ourselves. If we put ourselves to God
and trust him, we will understand the
pathway of our life, in any trouble ahead
from here and after God is sufficient to help
and give things in any possibility of time
and his way.
 
Jocelyn Dunbar
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Undertaking In The Pit Of Life
 
Whatever you're undertaking or whatever
You have been trap by,
You can use this as a step to climb.
Use your freedom and free will to do things
While you are in that situation.
In this moment time ask God to guide you
And be with you.
 
In that passing time, God moves unnoticeable.
Be persistence and be good, do what's right.
Let the circumstances standing by at your side.
Meditate and concentrate of what you
Are doing today. Because, what's in your today,
Is what in your future be.
 
Whatever your devastation is, God is in charge.
God can transform it into a triumph.
Every word of God is pure, put your
Trust in him. Focus to him.
 
© Jocelyn Dunbar
23 March 2017
11: 35 PM
 
Jocelyn Dunbar
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Universal Form
 
Good character and attitude is outstanding,
Quality of being is excellent.
Meaning is far more important than anything.
 
Life can express by many words;
To ponder and wonder is remarkable,
To enjoy it simplest is countless.
Every memory will mark in the heart
To whatever things it has in life.
 
© Jocelyn Dunbar
1 June 2017
4: 03 PM
 
Jocelyn Dunbar
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Unsenseless Being
 
Enjoying his own time playing in
the computer, hours and hours
he does everyday.
 
silence but strange, he has things
in his mind, does not speak,
don't want to involve, but he
is there in any time everyday with
day past by with familiar way,
 
He has a bad experience in life
which cause him disturb being
individual, afraid, neglect.
 
sensitive to his own feeling, his
uniqueness appear the hurt, loses
from something beyond that affect
in his present time to someone.
 
ignoring the possibility, the essence
of happiness that may occur in a
time day of life.
 
17th of July 2006
 
Jocelyn Dunbar
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Untouchable
 
This is the thoughts and emotion
of one individual, imagination notable
for beauty through vision. The emotion
toward being subjective in a state of
primitive, joining the sensational of the
mind condition.
 
A self relating to dreams produced
the higher case effected by the thoughts
of the mind. This is the intense feeling
the reality of emotion toward individual,
emotion yield being form by vision.
 
The force of the mind through emaginative
heed, an influence thoughts connecting
with the heart to drawn up with purpose
to reach vision conforming the details
of the mind and emotion attaining goal
to the heart of one particular distance.
A one strike point convey by stroke
of the mental scene.
 
Jocelyn Dunbar
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Views Intellect
 
The prolific nature of
thoughts,
great intellect power.
 
Vigorous mind,
conceptual
of good point
personifying
individualism to mankind.
 
The feeding spirit
indwelling,
freedom exalted to
the heart and mind.
 
Ration to grow,
spiritually and morally,
 
Illuminate justice to
common good to
enjoy life uprightly.
 
Redefine mind to senses
beauty meaningful life,
 
regarding what life's
comes ahead.
 
Balance well being,
socially, mentally,
spiritually and morally,
 
To fulfill personal
duties to grow,
 
Illustrate the density of
morality to righteous
living;
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The triving individual
has a solid foundation
to strive on in life.
 
Jocelyn Dunbar
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Vision Hope
 
The unusual wisdom,
Imperceptible intellectual
Views of mind.
 
Calmness of things in thoughts,
Serenity;
 
Quiet gentle spirit of mode,
Senses, emotiom, heart.
Peace;
 
Consistent of wholeness
being in sight,
Forseeing;
 
Unchanging beauty
of mind system
To reach the
higher expectation.
Beatitude;
 
The fulfillment of
things in mind
Goal of heart life victory.
 
Jocelyn Dunbar
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Wake Up Call
 
Do not throw your life for nothing,
Do not hurt your spirit,
Do not harm your being,
your wholeness;
Do not neglect to love
yourself and others,
Do not permit anyone to
use you for bad
and play with it;
Do not allow evil to destroy
you and deceive you,
 
Be affectionate to yourself
and compassionate to others;
Let love moves you for
good things,
let it roll on for something
beautiful;
Listen to your conscience,
the voice of your spirit;
Be sensitive to your senses,
your being;
The beauty and good things
inside you.
Give attention to the deepest
source of your existence,
choose God to direct you,
for you to realize the
value of life journey.
 
Jocelyn Dunbar
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What Kind Of Fool Am I
 
... to marry a man like you, sleeping
in life, wasting your time playing in the
computer everyday, I wasted my effort
and time for useless and dead life.
 
... the beautiful love, care and affection
I gave to you for the time being,
nothing to bear but hurt and pain;
 
... you buried in your own self for old
fashion century way; past, present,
future, pretending you don't even care,
 
... I ask myself manytimes, whats wrong
with you, but I haven't got an answer
for my question, because you are hiding
a lot of things, everything inside of
yourself,
 
... you sleep, eat, playing in front of
your computer everyday with useless
games, cannot give any good things,
cannot carry to the other side of life.
this is your routine playing games with
no meaning to the beauty of life.
 
... you neglect that you have someone
alive not manikin, I have emotion,
feeling, mind to think of things, more life,
open and free.
 
... what kind of fool am I to choose you
in my life, to live with you with no life,
with no sense and meaning with no
purposes of everyday.
 
... what kind of fool am I to love you,
but don't deserve to love.
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what kind of fool am I...
 
 
(17th of June 2007)
 
Jocelyn Dunbar
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While I'M Sleeping
 
The restful time of body
lying down in bed,
cradle me in my sleep.
 
The beauty of my senses
fly consciously in
my thoughts moving
miles away.
 
Dream open, uphold;
 
God talk to me in dream
show everything unfamiliar
far beyond understanding.
 
The scene moving,
lots of different elements,
unidentify feature,
 
My mental sense scene
coming in out winding;
 
mind talk whisper in
thoughts, amaze with
beauty, unique, fantastic
sight of God.
 
A true measure of persuasion,
intellect dimension, celestial
body, mystereous dream.
 
Myself atrest, quite my thoughts
depending in God,
believing in faith.
 
He moves me to the rhythm
of his love, embrace me
tight to his arms.
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In his presence I surrender,
he knows my becoming
and my ending.
 
I trust in him!
 
Jocelyn Dunbar
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Winner Of Life
 
The victory of life from the pain,
Adversity and struggle,
 
From the things encounter,
People in the way that gives trouble,
 
From hurt ache, heartache
And sorrow,
 
From time to time, weaknesses
And tiredness of life,
 
From annoying things words of
People around,
 
Fears, tears, sicknesses;
 
From my faith, belief, freedom
And free will, I look up to God
Stand in JESUS name, accomplish
All things.
 
In all many day years of life,
In all courage, in all steadiness
Reveal God his abundant blessing
Bestow to me, God strengthen me
To deal in life.
 
I win the VICTORY, because you
'GOD' the winner of my life.
 
(c) Jocelyn Dunbar
23th of May 2006
16: 57 P.M.
 
Jocelyn Dunbar
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Wisdom
 
The highest appraisal
of sight, knowledge of
mind through the heart,
natural gift from above.
 
Constructive sight in
good active, moral value
of oneself to God
connection.
 
The heart mind feel,
fill the delightful expression
of emotion to speak out,
 
The words of wisdom
to the pure motives
of thoughts,
 
The highest standard,
clean heart, humble self,
bend to the power of God.
 
The wise attitude use in
actions, words and deeds;
 
Leaping as high above the
universe.
 
Jocelyn Dunbar
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Woman Of God
 
A woman of strong faith
Never been shaken by anything
Whatever comes around in life.
 
A woman of courage,
She move and go in spite of
Difficulties in life, make things
Possible confidently.
 
A woman of talent, unique to
Express herself productively,
Happy and aware in the way
She will work out with.
 
A woman of knowledge,
Knowledge comes from experience of
Life that produce wisdom in
Moral and spiritual value.
 
A woman of intuition, to stand
The ground to be able to work in a
Proper right direction journey of life.
 
A woman of discipline, feed her
Emotion to behave, to speak her
Mind in a right manner way.
 
A woman of intellect, nurture her
Children and spouse to pamper her
Family with love, affection she give
Ear to listen, to be modest in the
Way they will go, to live in God in
Faith, to make life easier and simpler.
 
A woman of prayer, all things in life
She committed in silence prayer,
To be humble in the sight of God,
To listen to the words and command,
To fear God, to love God to be the
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Centre of her life.
 
A woman of strength, relying on God,
Seeking his grace, mercy he endure to
A woman of faith in God alone, along way.
 
A woman of God speak in wisdom,
Has a special attention in the eyes of
God, secure on earth and in heaven place.
 
© Jocelyn Dunbar
14th of May 2006
7: 23 AM
 
Jocelyn Dunbar
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Woman Of Rage
 
She speak and act what she feel
With a good way manner.
She recognize herself being individual
Moving and shape herself to be able to
Move being valuable woman.
She express herself vulnerable using
Her voice being vocal personally.
 
She explore charming looks that
Appeal in the air connect to someone
And contribute her personality
Voluble through her innate talent
Being a woman to be. She believed
In doing good things inside heart
To feel the deepest of herself being a woman.
 
She take good care of her passion to
Give way being a woman and enjoy
Life clearly inside things. She is strong
To be able to win in life being happy and complete.
She is sweet and loving very passionate.
She live forever in the heart of someone she
Love dearly. Mind set, she value herself
Being a woman of rage.
 
Jocelyn Dunbar
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Woman Of Substance
 
She got a good character of being a woman.
She has a strong personality that distinguish
The vital principle of being individual.
The simplicity and beauty she had
Produce the essential element unseen.
The fantastic view of herself is highly important
Taking the responsibility she gave,
Her knowledge and wisdom carry by her
Instinctive nature given by God.
 
She being a woman had a wonderful
Scene of inside within, a woman of intuition
Nurturing her spirit for being free from
Any disturbing notion. Her body and mind
Had high qualities of matter, meaning to
Contribute and bear life, Wonderful!
That God has a condition to his power to
Administer in life to one beautiful individual.
She had a clean heart to manipulate
People for awakening to their insensibility.
 
She is fashionable being a mother.
She acknowledge the important of being
Responsible womanhood. She is sensitive
To the reputation of others. She gave affection,
Show respect, worthy of honor, pure and fare action.
She is proud being a woman.
She contribute something worthwhile to the
People whom she inspired.
 
Her boldness; deep and wide that transformed the current
Beyond what you expected being a woman ' Herself '.
 
(c)  Jocelyn Dunbar
4th of March 2003
12: 00 Noon
 
Jocelyn Dunbar
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Words Of Hope
 
Hope to hold on,
Hope to believe in,
Hope to faith,
Hope to trust,
Hope to endure,
Hope to God,
 
In Jesus name.
 
In all trouble days,
in worry mind,
in pain and sorrow,
 
Every circumtances if you
can pray, all your cares will
fly away.
 
REST
 
Experience the love of God
just breathe, feel the miracle
flow to the air.
 
Copyright (C)  Jocelyn Dunbar
10th of May 2006
3: 37 P.M.
 
Jocelyn Dunbar
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You
 
You are created by God,
A precious one,
Doing things in life.
You travel in life by happiness
And prosperity, by pain and sorrow
You stand and keeps head up,
You live by what you believed.
 
You share your life
precious and gold, being united by
The world you moving.
You contribute something
Worthwhile to the people whom
You inspired, you have confident
In life whatever happen
You are very strong person.
 
You are loving indeed,
A happy person unselfish one,
Open, free, complete;
You have a free spirit that
Distinguished the vital principle of life.
Amazing! A heart felt knowledge
To what is different;
You value the time of life here on earth.
Beautiful! One precious moment
That God created you.
 
Oh Yes! Jesus Loves You.
 
© Jocelyn Dunbar
24 September 2001
6: 30 PM
 
Jocelyn Dunbar
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You Are Better Than Before
 
The roaring lion is only &quot;king of the jungle&quot;,
But God Almighty is your saviour and Lord.
He is the &quot;King of the universe&quot;.
Compare the difference between the two.
 
Our enemy seeks to devour us with a lot of his tricks in life.
He uses setback, suffering, sicknesses and diseases
To paralyse us in fear to feel us bitter.
But we believe in you God, your words is in us is greater
than these tricks of the devil.
 
If we stand in awe of God he will turn
Our suffering into salvation.
He will lead us into eternal life.
 
(c) Jocelyn Dunbar
22th July 2016
6: 30 A.M.
 
Jocelyn Dunbar
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You Complete Me
 
You free my life,
show me ways in
everything gives me
inspiration to deal in you,
 
You capture the whole I am
to use me in your
way, to express emotion
and put it to words.
 
You open my eyes to
see distance things in
advance, to talk, to ask for
guidance, to twist things
for good, you listen
to my cry;
 
You shower good
things, all things;
I see your works
and wonder
' what amazing you are '
to use me in
your counsel,
I honor you in my life,
humble myself to you.
 
You help me accomplish
things in myself being I am,
a woman with you;
everythings follows,
your miracles;
 
In my life being alive
moving in this world
dealing with you,
words are not enough
to be thankful.
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In this time of my
life being I am,
You complete me;
 
Jocelyn Dunbar
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You Take Away The Coldness Of My Life
 
In a day of trouble my hopes to vision in times
Of weaknesses; my uncertain thoughts in dreams,
Things aren't the same that I expected.
You take away the coldness of my life.
 
 
In my lonely heart, aching pain of body
And mind no one can touch reach me,
To my lowly desperate time.
You take away the coldness of my life.
 
 
In my struggle ahead in day to day activities;
Worry mind, finances matter include, relationship
Involve, in my moment time like this.
You take away the coldness of my life.
 
 
In every step of my way in a road I am walking by,
Don't know where I'm going, you point me to the
Direction you want me to go, in a daily step of the day.
You take away the coldness of my life.
 
 
In my silent moment, you teach me to sing a song
For you that gives me a delightful expression of
My heart. You open my eyes to the beauty of your
Wholeness that can carry through to my life destination,
Indeed: You take away the coldness of my life.
 
 
My loneliness, my distress, my pain and sorrow,
And my hopelessness. You are there, to take away
The coldness of my life.
 
 
(c)  Jocelyn Dunbar
30th of May 2006
10: 42 AM
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Jocelyn Dunbar
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Your Majesty The Highest
 
The heaven firmament,
the deity, the master,
having authority.
 
The ruler of the universe
excellence power over all.
 
The great stronghold,
miracle and wonder
is in your hands,
amazing power!
perfectly made by
your words.
 
The power of God
manifest to all living
and the dead.
high above.
 
holy, holy holy
to God Almighty
 
Eternal power and
grace devine.
 
The heaven and earth
is in you.
 
Jocelyn Dunbar
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